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PREFACE 
The Remote Sensing Center, Texas A&M University 
has conducted studies in sup:?ort of the Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory to develop a real-time Arctic icc type identi-
fication system. The electronic laboratory model system 
under development i~ capable of processing simulated Arctic 
radar backscatter measurements at a real-time rate to iden-
tify ice types. The system implements predetermined de-
cis ion criteria to convert radar signals to direct ice type 
indicator responses. The research progr~m consisted of 
three phases: I. Data Validation and Analysis, II. Classi-
fie~ Definition, Implementation and Evaluation, and III. 
Assemhly of a Laboratory Model. 
This final report describes activities conducted 
under these phases. The first task under Phase I was the 
validation of radar data obtained in April, 1970 by the 
National Aeronautics and Soace Administration, Mission 126. 
The validation was accomplished by the application of pre-
viously developed analysis c=iteria to selected portions 
of the data set and comparison of these results with those 
of NASA Mission 47 studies conducted at Texas_A&M. This 
phase also rec;aired an exte:1.2ea analysis of val::.i ... tec:. a.::1:a 
to include complete processing by previously developed 
algorlthms to determine the level at which identification 
• can be supported, determin2":ion of optimum selection of 
angles and the comparison of results with previous analyses. 
The results of these studies are covered in Part I Data 
Anal. sis. Phase II studies investigated techniques fo. 
the reduction of radar signals to inputs suitable for 
implementation of classifier algorithms and implementation 
of the electronic circuitry necessary for the analog pro-
gramming of the decision functions. Phase III provided for 
the assembly of a laboratory model system implementing the 
techniques developed under Phase iI studies. The results 
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The pack ice in the Arctic Ocean has been the 
subject of remote : Jnsing missions conducted by the 
National Aeronautics and S:pace Administration on May. 1967. 
and April, 1970. These Missions were conducted to survey 
a variety of ice types and the data reduced by NASA from 
the 13.3 GHz doppler radar system constitutes a well con-
trolled body of experimental doppler radar measurements of 
Arctic sea ice. Data obtained by the NASA Mission 126, 
conducted at Pt. Barrow, Alaska (site 93) in April 1970 
have been analyzed in detail in support of tbe Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory Contract N60S21-72-G0076, "Radar Studies of Arctic 
Ice and Development of a Real Time Arctic Ice Type Ident.ifi-
cation System". 
LA. Mission 126 Profile 
NASA Mission 126 wa.s designed to measure various 
properties elf sea ice using both active and passive micro-
wave remote sensors in conjunction with aerial photographic 
records and available ground truth. The mission was con-
ducted during the period 8 April 1970 to 23 April 1970 by 
I 
I 




the NASA I~P·3A Aircraft. Two fli,hts were conoU'c'tec1 £Ql' 
the acquisition of, 13.3 GH~ doppl.l' l'lldar datatocorrll-
~ate electrical and phYsical ice pataJII(t"teis with the radar 
$¢attel'ing coefficient forveri,f,ication of the: rad:&'t- pre-
dictability of ice type. FliSI4t 3 wa.s flown on AprU. 16:, 
1970 o-';er an area Z:;: nm north "of POint Bal'row, Alaska and 
Fliiht 6 was flown on April 20,1970, 5S DID north of 
Prudhoe Bay. This study has concerned itself primarily 
wi th Flight 3 lines 20, 7, 6, and 3 and secondarily wi th 
Flight 6 lines 13, 12, azul 14. 
I • B • Radar Measurements 
The NASA Ryan doppler radar system provides a 
unique set of measurellents for analysis. After the NASA 
data reduction processing a ",,1: oZ normalized scattering 
coefficients (aO) is provided for each terrain cell viewed 
by the radal' system. The set of coefficients acquired for 
a terrain cell conStitutes a "signature" for, that data cell 
and defines a scaUer~ coefficient v.raus incidence angle 
relationship associated with the data cell. An example of 
this "signature" is sho~ in figure I-I. 
ItHY be dl!d~cec1 from the analysis performed on 
the raclar measurements from Arctic sea ice that at least 
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Figure I-I. Typical radar signature of sea ice. 
4 
ill uminat i.ng a terrain cell of sea ice. From theoretical 
considerations it has been det.ermined that surface scatter 
affects the scattering coefficient versus incidence angle 
relationship by two significant m"chanisms, surface roughness 
and permittivity. Surfaces whose apparent roughness is great 
\.i11 produce increased backscatter at the larger angles of 
incidence and the signature curve wEI tend to flatten. Smooth 
surfaces, whose ":lackscatter decreases considerably at the 
larger angles will have "steep" signatures. Thes.~ surface 
variations significantly affect the shape of the curve, while 
changes in the overall magnitude of the curves remain rela-
tively constant. On the other hand, increased p0rmittivlty 
results in a.general increase in the scat';ering coefficient 
values over all angles, while decreased permittivity produces 
a general decrease in the scatter returned. These two effects 
are dominant surface contr1butions and must also be considered 
with respect to radar energy returned as a result of surface 
penetration an~.-scatter from mechanisms within t!1e ice volume. 
Radar return from these mechanisms tends to proportionally 
increase the energy received. It also appears that in 
some cases these returns from within the volume may tend to 
be the dominant term in the GVr~rall backscattered enc'rgy mea-
sured. 
I!>, 
It is these me-.h.anisms and their individual 
significance that change with ice age and ultimately af-
fect the radar measuremeni:S in such a way that ice types 
may be determinod. It is also the resultant variations 
:in the characte'tistic signature received from terraili 
cells that are emphasized by the parametric studill'~ con-
ducted with Mission 126 data. 
1 I. nATA ANAI.YSIS 
5 
The sea ice radar signature relationship may_.be 
, ' analyzed in a number of ways to investigate the nature of th.c I terrain viewed. Theoretical relationships derived fro~ 
electromagnetic fiel~ models of the terrain and the radar 
me~, .. urement process may be compared with the signature ,and 
.~~ the quality of the models evaluated. ) Parametric versions/of 
the theoretical models may be compar~d with the data and the parameters iteratively adjusted until the model/measurement 
relationships are close in some sense. Thus the values of 
the model parameters corresponding to the particu:~r cell 
viewed may be estimated. Empirical relationships may also be identified, which may be used in a parametrical form to infer terrain properties whose exact scattering mecha::lism 
may be undefined or may defy modelinJ. 
All of these approaches to data analysis i'.ave 
been applied in one form or an(),"her to 'Che clas:;i.:ica~i:~ 
" 
' .. , ,.-. --------
analysis of Arctic sea ice from the radar measurements 
during this study. 
II .A. Preliminuy Analysis 
6 
In order to provide a firm foundation for the 
study, much of the color-IR photography which was concurrent 
with the radar uata from the mission was obtained from NASA. 
Digital magnetic tapes of the processed radar data were also 
requested and received from NASA. Previous radar data analy-
sis studies at Texas A&M on data from NASA Mission 47 had 
utilized data cards rather than magnetic tape and this had 
proven to be time consuming and inefficient with regard to 
computer analysis and utilization of the full scope of the 
C:·ata. 
Photomosaics of the Mission 126 flight lines were 
prepared from black and white reproductions of the aerial 
color-IR transparencies. The flight lines had been speci-
fied to cover as large a variety of ice types as was feasible. 
Consequently, many stages of ice development were measured 
and were apparent in the photography. A chart showing exam-
ples in the general chronological development of the ice was 
prepared so that ice could be categorized by manual photo-
interpretive techniques and ... sserr.i:ll"d i:::to appare;l't: gl·oupin~s. 
Examination 'Of t:1e aerial phot()graphy accumulated over :~.:l"" 
of varied ice conditions a~d s':agcs of formation serv~~ r: 
7 
focus photo interpretive experience and to allow definition 
of ice categories associated with the nature and stages of 
formation. 
Time plots ef the radar scattering coefficients 
were prepared from the measurements at 10°, 20° and 30° on 
the sar:1C linear scale as the photomosaics. In this format 
the data could be visually correlated with the phctomosaics 
and the data quality and information content could be quali-
tatively evaluated. This is essentially;.~le techniql!e which 
was found to be most effective in the alignment of Mission 
47 data which was acquired prior to the installation of the 
NASA Automatic Data Acquisitive Systems CADAS) time recording 
in the NP-3A remote sensi~g ~ircraft. The plots of the scat-
tering coefficients as referenced to the corresponding photo-
mosaics are shown in figure 1-2 through figure I-7. The 
correlation of the data character with the ice types is in 
most cases excellent. After the data were qualitatively 
aligned the scatterometer time reference CIRIG) was compareJ 
with the photography time reference CADAS). After accounting 
for the absolute time difference in these standards at the 
time of the flight the correspondence between the radar an~ 
photo times was found to be precise. This essentially veri-
fied the correlatabili ty of tna :sea ice and the r,,-cal' jr,ea~~~~'_ 
ments and esta.blished the qt<ali ty oi the data £01' :::",-,r-C~l;;r 
analysis. 
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14 
The photomosaics and tr.ansparencies were examined 
in det.ail. Each maj or grouping of ice in the flight line 
was qualitatively assigned to one of several major cate-
gories: 
1) open water 
2) new ice 
3) young ice (grey; greywhite) 
4) first year ice (thin; medium; thick) 
5) old ice (se.cond year; mul dyear) 
These assignments constituted the bulk of the standard 
against which the radar measurements could·be related. 
Areas large enough to provide meaningful samples were sel-
ected and the radar time references corresponding to these 
data cells were noted for the computer analyses. 
II.B. Data PrOcessing Procedures 
Conc1'.rrently with the development of the data base, 
standard radar data processing procedures were being incor-
.porated into a simplistic, user oriented software system. 
This system was designed to provide a comprehensive analysis 
tool to the investigator who required routine analyses of 
. doppler radar data in particular with regard to ice studies. 
The software system facilitates Input/Output from ~ varie"y 
of media and in standard formats, computes routine radar 
" 
. 
" - '\".":, ,--,,:,-,.-;..~~:,'7-
15 
analysis paramctcrs commonly used in ice studies of the 
radar data, and provides a variety of graphic and tabular 
outpu·ts for interpretation. 
The basic set of computed parameters calculatr'd 
for each data cell h.ave been developed and evaluated since 
the initial inv.;:stigations of doppler radar return from 
Arctic ice. This set of parameters provides adequate in-
formation for ice classification and represents the con-
densation of a number of algorithms developed from similar 
data studies. 
The first quantitative model utilized on the 
measurement of ice type was based on the Kirchhoff method 
utilized by Rouse (1969) and adapted for computer analysis 
fOT Eppes (1969). The functional relationship is obtained 
f:rcTrt an equation by Hagfors (1964) using the Kirchhoff 
method of describing scattered energy from surfaces whose 
characteristics are described by an exponential correlation 
function. The relation is: 
where "Q t ' is the surface roughness factor. 
In the computer analysis "Q" is calculated '';0 
provide the best squared-error fit of the equation to the 
16 
experimental data. Since f~ the most part the arbitrary 
normalization of the scattering coefficients allows scat-
teringcoefficients greater -::!:<!n Odb, the fit is calculated 
using data which have heon normalized to the scattering coef-
I ficient at the 3mallest angle. This coefficient is in. gen-
eral the largest; consequ,ntly after the additional nOrmali~ 
, zation,. t:he new data values arl less than Odb. The validity 
of the parameter is maintained since it is characteristic 
of the shape of the aO vs e curve. 
An adaptation of this model has been also imple-
mented to account for the discrepancies cause~ by the normali-
zation procedures. In the modified version of the Kirchhoff 
'equation the normalizing constant is also computed as a par't 
of the least-squared error fit technique. To distinguish 
the surface roughness factor computed from the modified 
model it has been designated as "SRP", and the normalizing 
constant as "K". The new relationship is 
Other parameters computed have been empirically determined from observation of the variations experienced in tne t'l-dar data. The first set of these parameters are deterw.ined fro,;. 







0° and 30°. amI S( ·:ond set. arc sJlnilll r p.ilramctcrs 
c.alculated from th·;, "tering co(.;[ficiCluts at angles 
greater than 30°. The l"egion of computation is desig-
nated by the -l,and·Z, suffix appended to the parame-ter 
designation. Averages are computed froin the absolute 
valued scattering coeff:i:cients and are then converted to 
·db, since db averages ar.egeometric in nature. These have 
been designated as "AVEI" and "AVEZ". A second set of 
parameters are computed from the db-valued scattering 
coefficients. These parameters are computed frcim the best 
(least squared-error) fit of a linear equation to the data. 
The linear equation is: 
aO .. 01 + sa 
The parameters of zero-degree intercept 01 [designated "INTI" 
and "INT2"] and slope S [designated "SLPI" and "SLPZ"] are 
ca.lculated from the t",o. groupings of scattering coefficients. 
Tnus an additi.onal six empirical parameters are calculated 
from the scattering coefficients; "AVE.I", "INTI", and "SLPl" 
are calculated from the coefficients at angles between 0° 
and 30°; and nAVE2", "INTZ", and "SLPZ" are calculated for 
coefficients at angles between 30° and 60°. 
Ice categories have been standarciized in t~e 
software procedure and hav0 he"n. numbered sequentially 
according to ice age. In T~b~e I-I, are shown these cate-
gories. 
Table 1-1 














Young ice (grey) 
Young ice (grey-white) First year ice (thin) 
First year ice (medium) First year ice (thick) Old ice (~econd year) Old ice (multiyear) 
In figures 8 and 9 are shown examples of the output from 
the software package. 
Ill. SUMMARY OF RESUI·" Ii 
III. Cl.ass Signatures 
18 
The return of radar energy from the Arctic Sea 
surface is characterized by a process with multiple scatter-
ing mechanisms. If the surface were perfectly smooth, energy 
would be reflected away from the source. However, it is 
observed from natural surfaces (rough surfaces) that energy 
is returned in the direction of illumination. A popular 
surface model describing this effect ccns'tructs a surface 
DATA SU MMARY CLASS NUM8ER 9 
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-0.09. 46.725 0.263 
-2.822 0.825 
-0.037 51.744 00289 
-2.127 1.323 0.004 56.759 0.281 
-3.312 0.772 
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Figure 1-9. Example of Dat a Processing Plotter Output. 
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of randomly oriented facets and the energy return is 
accounted for by the percentage of these facets normal 
to the incident electromagnetic plane wave. The statis-
. tics of the surface relate to this percentage and the 
effect is summarized in terms of a surface roughness 
factor. Another factor affecting the energy return is 
the transmission and reflection coefficients at the sur-
face boundary. These arc characterized for electromagnetic 
interaction primarily by the pemittivity of the two media. 
The third mechanism w~ich affects radar return from the 
terrain, is the scattering of energy resultant from trans-
mission into the volume and its inhomogeneity. This scatter 
can also be though of in terms of some encompassing volume 
scatter coefficient. 
The primary question is how then do these multiple 
mechanism interactions change witn the aging of Arctic sea 
ice. Bmpirica1 measurements of the ice indicate a general 
association of the interactions into two categories, and a 
third "no ice" situation. The measurements of co •• cern to 
this study have resulted in a calibrated scattering coeffi-
cient (normalized radar cross-section) relationship with 
angle of incidence as measured from nadir. The da~a are 
presented in terms of this relation~nip which is ~ep=ese~L~c 
graphically in figure I -lOa i.n the retul'" £1'0;,: sea w,,:~er 
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2:-) 
large i'" C'i1itl:i.Vi ty of sua water the; tran~mi$5ion into the 
water 1 .. ·. :';lUa] -; .Jild 5ul:::",;'.::qi.!.0ntly the return is large. This 
characterig: r\ . ause~ 1igh radar r~turn at angles nemr 
nadir. As the: ,return ,~.:' investigated at angles away from 
nadir. the magni~ude is seen to decrease sharply and this 
is the characteristic of a smooth surface. With the low 
transmission of energy into the media little subsurface re-
turn is measurable. 
As ice begins to form on the surface of the sea 
two characteristics begin to rapidly change. The permittivity 
of sea ice is significantly smaller than that of sea water 
and the transition from water ,to ice is characterized by a 
changi~g permittivity and a progression of low to higher er--
ergy transmission into the subsurface. Also during this 
period of freezing, as the new ice is becoming rigid, it is 
not strong enough tc withstand the mechanical stresses caused 
by the dynamic thicke'r ice around it. If t;1ese stresses are 
severe the new ice breaks iT.to a rough surface, ctherwise 
the surface remains r:ither s;J;.oo'tn. Thus the scat-::er::':1g coe:='-
ficient curve is shown in figure I-lOb, c falls dramatically 
at the angles near nadir as the permittivity is lowered, and 





These transition changes continue until the 
icc is thick enough to withstand the majority of the 
mechanical stresses. At this point the change in ttc per-
mittlvity is small and the volume scatter begins to appear. 
The increased transmissivity ~f the ice lessens the sur-
face effects and increases the significance of the volume 
scatter. It is at this stage that the change in radar 
scatter characteristics may be associated into a second 
transition category dominated by volume return shown in 
figure I-lOd. The aging of the ice is evidenced by the 
errosion of the surface. seasonal surface melting and snow-
fall, leaching of the salt from within the ice volume and 
a general thickening processes. The net effect of this 
aging process is a lessening of the surface effects and an 
increase in the effects of the volume on the radar return. 
The scattering coefficient C'IlTVeS flatten with angle and 
shift upward in a generally uniform manner until the ice 
matures and changes are less dynamic. The curves for multi-
year ice are shown in figu.e I-IOe. 
Thus the manner of the effect of ice aging on 
radar backscatter is categorized into two regions. The 
first is a ve-r:y dynamic one where dielectric constant and 
surface roughness changes are great and su:;:face re·~',.jrn 
dominates. In the .second reg:LOn e.c proc(;ss is one of slc.'.'! 
I 
I 
lila tu ra t i.oll anu the volume return dominates the signal. 
These characteristic relationships are used to classify 
icc type from radar backscat~ ,)1' measurements. 
III.B. Clustering 
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Cluster analyses have been performed to determine 
the extent to which radar aata could be utilized for ice 
classification, results from these analyses are more iuter-
pretive than quantitative in nature. It is generally ex-
pected that measurements from ice of the same category will 
be similar and that measurements from identifiably di.·tinct 
ice categories will be distinct. The problem with utilizing 
quantitative measures of distinctness or separability is the 
excessive variability in the categories of ice less than a 
year old. Specific subdivisions of this annual variety of 
ice are not unambiguously related to available ice measure-
ments nor do they tend to be unambiguously identifiable with 
respect to themselves. It is difficult to determine where 
one subcategory ends and another begins. Groupings of multi-
year ice however tend to be distinct from the other ice cate-
gories which allows good identification for this class. 
Tabulated in Table I-2 are parameters calcu12ted 





ICE TY,PB CLUSTER PARAMETERS 
RfiF TIME NO CELLS Q sap K tNTl SLP.l AVEI INT2 SLP2 AVE 2 
Start Stop 
Q!2. !.£.$. 
76823 76829 4 7.36 5.53 3.47 3.87 -.144 2.06 0.77 
- .071 -2.11 77057 77064 5 13.22 6.76 4.23 4.41 -.152 2.66 4.01 - .125 -1.29 7855(; 78563 5 29.60 10.40 4.15 3.83 -.165 2.22 1.96 -.086 -1. 58 78599 78614 11 14.34 6.04 3.31 3.31 -.122 2.09 1.96 - .074 -1.02 78745 18747 2 22.89 18.44 4.35 3.88 -.227 1.60 1.41 - .llO -3.10 First ~ (Th~ck) 
78527 78532 4 11.95 5.39 2.30 2.42 -.121 1.16 1.25 - .080 - 2.07 73720 78726 4 10.99 5.05 2.07 2.1S 
- .110 1.01 4.14 -.157 -2.31 Fi rst y!!!: (Med) 
77042 77046 4 9.92 6.66 2.10 2.65 - .18i 0.50 -4.76 .014 -:;. !J9 78041 78055 10 15.57 24.42 1. 24 0.66 -.280 -2.96 - 5.56 -.044 -7.37 78130 78137 5 21 .• 85 72.23 2.90 1.20 -.420 - 3. 60 -12.18 .059 -8.97 First y!!!: (Thin) 
76753 76780 19 18.46 37.24 2.22 1. 51 -.328 -2.27 -2.09 -.155 - 8 .63 76965 76971 5 23.14 76.92 2.82 1.38 - .398 -2.71 - 0.29 - .U8 -11.39 77208 77212 3 22.35 59.49 2.79 2.23 -.420 -1.97 -6.78 
- .092 -10.5. 77978 77985 5 17.83 35.29 3.90 3.43 -.363 -1.10 -6.34 -.008 -6.49 Youns !.£.$. (Gre)!-Whitel 
76897 76902 4 1. 82 2.41 -S.76 - 8. 92 -.033 -9.04 -9.16 -.040 -10.59 76928 76935 5 11.88 7.52 -0.34 0.41 -.222 -2.20 -3.83 - .llg "::. ';~. 78217 78224 5 11.19 7.96 -6.80 '-6.95 -.152 - 8. 92 -12.33 .041 -9.87 78538 78545 (i 14.93 8.66 - 3. 49 -3.30 -.190 -5.24 -2.62 -.204 -lO.B{' 78573 78580 5 17.24 19.64 -0.59 -0.72 -.270 -3.35 0.61 .• 279 -10.28 Young, I cc (Grey) 
77588 77602 11 16.44 17.83 2.27 2.06 -0.25 -0.48 -1. 54 - .123 -6.5~ 77986 77990 3 5.00 5.09 -0.24 0.64 -0.17 -1. 70 -2.01 -.033 -S.50 77991 77998 S 5.00 5.62 0.45 1.53 -0.19 -1.15 -1.55 -.100 -5.81 ~ l£!:. 
76874 76886 10 25.31 87.23 8.57 7.63 -0.51 2.49 -4.36 ... 100 
-9.05 77537 77539 2 10.15 16.13 "0.66 -0.35 -0.29 
- 3. 42 -4.69 -.120 -9.49 ~ 
76870 76874 3 27.35 87.21 15.38 15.62 -0.71 8.97 -1.18 -.142 -7.1,9 770P 77019 6 30.78 149.36 12.20 11.23 -0.74 5.27 -1.86 -.220 -11.01 
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parameters have been plotted in seveTal cluster presenta-
tions to show the effectiveness of ice identification and 
classification, see figures I-ll. 12, 13. 
The common presentation of radar data and calcu-
lated parameters is in db units. These graphical results 
tend to be misleading in that the scale is non-linear. This 
non-linearity tends to overemphasize some data variations and 
underemphasize other. In figure I-14, is shown the plot of 
AVE2 vS. AVEl on an absolute power ratio scale rather than 
in db's. Separation of general ice groupings is still appar-
ent with a notable increase in the variability of the mUlti-
year returns and a decrease in the variability of the fi~st 
year ice. The separation of the no-ice condition is even 
more strongly demonstrated. 
Generally, it appears that each of the pairs or 
parameters mentioned contain sufficient information to allow 
ice discrimination. The two parameters which seem to pro-
vide better discrimination than other cluster pairs are the 
AVEl and AVE2 parameters. Overall the three general cate-
gories best separated are the two categories of first year/ 
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Figure 1-13. Paramete: cluster plot - AVEZ vs. SLP1. 
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Variability within the first year/young jn) 
.category is gr0a.t and there does not appear to be sufU-
ci.ent info.mation in the available data-to -discriminate 
unam~iguouslY: among finer division in this class. Signa-
tures from individual subgroups show acceptable variation 
for selected examples of the ice classes. The class sam-
ples selected seem. to be homogene_ous and the members each 
. grouping has a signature which is similar to that of other 
members. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The radar measurements of Arctic sea ice obtained 
from Mission 126 have been shown to be of value in the iden-
tification of ice categories. Major groupings of perennial 
and annual ice and the no-ice condition have been demonstrate.:; 
to produce significantly different radar signatures. Analyz-
ing these signatures has supported the contention of a mul-
tiple scatter mechanism and particularly those related to 
volume characteristics. Additionally it has been determined 
that adJacent measurement taken from a single ice field an: 
strongly correlated. It is not possible however to reliably 
divide the major classes into finer subdivisions for identi-
fication with available measu:"e:.lents. Measuren:er.-cs from 
33 
additional supportive sensors would be required to ob~ .. ln 
. this finer division. It was not generally possible to 
determine specific angles c",st suited for ice measurement 
since the data from adjacent angles are strongly corre-
lated. It does appear however that the measurements take 
for incidence angles lower than 30° contain different 
information than data taken from 30° - 60°. It appears 
that for the greatest amount of information selection of 
data angles should take this fact into consideration. 
The ice classification used as a basis for data 
comparison in this study was obtained by photographic 
interpretation. This information is inadequate to allow 
much more than gross interpretation of the actual charac-
teristics affecting the radar signals. Such supportive 
data as ice thickness, parameters of formation. temperature, 
salinity, etc., can at best be only described qualitatively 
through inference to measurements taken from sir;lilarly des-
cribed ice •. 
The data collected by NASA Missions 47 and 126 
have contributed significantly toward the understanding of 
radar return from Arctic s~a ice. These data have proviaec 
a significant accumulation of sea ice measurements for iil-
vestigation. however due to their limited scope :~~ lack 
34 
of supportive ground measurements. additional datu ilrc 
required for refinement of the techniques developed by 
this study. Additional meas~r~ment programs which in-
clude stronger ground based measurement tasks over a 
variety of locations would have merit for system improve-
ment. It would ~lso be desirable to obtain additional 
polarization radar measurements as well as other sensor 
inputs. 
The available Mission 126 data should be adequate 
for studies required in defining what correction parameters 
are required to process the raw data. Further investigation 
into the measured noise characteristics of the raw radar 
data and its variability is required to provide the statis-
tical models necessary for determination of the confidence 
levels for classification. Finally investigation of various 
methods for simplifying the data reduction techniques a4U 
investigation into more efficient real-time data reduction 
would be beneficial. 
~ 
l , 
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I. I NT RO DUCT ION 
PART II 
SYSTEM DBVELOPMENT 
This portion of the report provides documenta-
tiun on a proto type sy~tem capable of identification of 
several ice type.S utilizing simulated radar return from 
Arctic sea ice. The system is composed of two sub-units: 
(1) a radar signal processor which transforms the radar 
signal into analog voltages representative of the return 
magni tude at specified angles of incidence correspondir,g 
30 
to a particular ground cell, and (2) analog computational 
circuitry for implementation of ice type decision algorithms. 
This system wasiesigned and constructed by the 
R~mote Sensing Center, Texas A&M University in conjunction 
with studies under U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory contract 
N60921-nC-0076, "Radar Studies of Arctic Ice and Develop-
ment of a Real-time Arctic Ice Type Identification System". 
I I • BACKGROUND 
Prior to examination of the final system in detail, 
several factors basic to the system design will be discussed. 
The:;e include: (1) the radar scatterometer, (2; -;;':-t", ouq:n."L 
data proceSSing requirements, and (3) the various a~ ;;<'0;":. ;;'s 




II.A. The Radar Scatterometer 
The radar scatterometer, designed to facilitate 
detailed evaluation of the scattering properties of natur-
al surfaces, determines ttLe variation of the scattering 
coefficient with incidence angle. frequency, and polariza-
tion. Data obtainable with a scatterometer system can 
conceptionally be employed to measure terrain character-
istics such as surface roughness, dielectric constant, 
and volumetric scattering. 
There are several scatterometer systems in ex-
istence providing either ground-based or airborne capa-
bili ties. These systems have different operational char-
acteristics which determine the types of measurements 
possible. The rnaj ority of the sCatterometer systems de-
termine the angular dependence of the radar scatttlring 
coefficient on incide,:.ce angle. Some radar scatterc:~e ·COTS 
also possess the abilit}' to operate in multiple polariza-
tion modes. The variation of the radar return with fre-
quency, although potentially informatiVe, is measured by 
only a few present-day scatterometer systems. The scat-
terometer may transmit the electromagnetic energy in p.ll"e, 
continuous wave, or interrupted continuous wave ~loies. 
Scatterometers may btl groupe;: i::to categor;.0s ,:),', 
the basis of the methods employ~d to limi-c tr,c g1'C_illC. ~roa 
vlewed. The scatterorneter system is able to implement 
different combinations of angle. range, and velocity 
discrimination to exercise control over the size and 
shape of the terrain illuminated. Each of these forms 
of discrimin".~',Jn results in the observation of a dis-
tinct geJmetric contour. Ti',s angular limitation of ·che 
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surface irradiated is determined by the antenna pattern. 
The system achieves range discrimination by observing the 
return at a specified period of time after transmission. 
This delay is equal to the time interval required for the 
transmitted energy to travel to the target and then back 
to the receiving antenna, or 
z..f 
-C (2 -1) 
td = time del"y 
1 = distance irom antenna 
c = speed oi light 
The locus of points at constant range frem the antenna is 
contained within two concentric circles. The doppler ef-
feet provides the basis for velocity limitation of the 




wheru fd = JOPlller frequency shift 
-v 
" 
ai rcraft velocity 
l' " llni t v0ctor r ::;Jm radar to target 
A = radar wavelength 
Lines of constant doppler shift, for horizontal travel, 
aTe hyperbolas. A comparison of these forms of areal 
limitation is g~VeL in ~igy~e II-1. 
I1.A.1. Radar Return 
The radar return is that portion of the trans-
mi-,ted electromagnetic energy reflected back to the re-
cei ving a~1 tenna. The aJilpli "Cuca of the r!S.dal" l"ctll rn is a 
£unctioH of the chaTacteris"tics of the ter:rain illumina-
ted, the angle of incidence, the wave ~::Jla:rization. and 
the radar carrier frequ;Jncy. ':ae :radar Cl'OSS section has 
been defined to establish a quantitative measurement of tree 
backscattered energy. For a single point scatterer, the 
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R " m range to the mth scatterer
 
I. " radar wavelength 
G ' . f .th m· ai':.tenna galn or m scat~erer 
To .:lliminate the effects of fading, the average scatt~ring 
cross section per un .. t area, ,,0. the scattering coefficient, 
is formed to represent the summed backscatter from numerous 
~catterers. A dimensionless real num])er'; 0 0 is directly 
related to the parameters of the terrain irradiated, and 
may be given in ~nctional notation as [1] 
0 0 • fCA, a, P, ~. e, r) 
where: 
I. = radar wavelength 
e • incidence angle 
P • signal polarization 
$ = aspect angle 
e " complex dielectric constant 
". " 
r " factor corresponding to surface roughness 
The dominant factor affecting the amplitude of 
the scattering coefficient is the surface roughness. The· 
extent to which a surface may be described as being rough 
or smooth is dependent on the si~e of the incid:llnt wave-
length relative to surface variations. A pexfectly smooth 
surface exhibits specular reflecion. i.e., backscatter is 
.... " 
C' ,y 
observed near vertical incidence only. In contrast. the 
return from an isotropic scatterer is independent of the 
angle of incidence. 
Variation of the radar wavelength creates an 
effect similar to a variation of the surface roughness. 
Because the complex dielectl:ic constant e is a function 
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of frequency. changes in the incident wavelength will 
result in addil:ional variation in the scattering coeffi-
cient. The moisture content and porosity of the terrain 
influence the complex dielectric constant. The degree to 
whid. the average scal:tering cross section is a function 
of the angle of incidence is primarily dependent upon the 
surface roughness. Tne role played by the polarization 
of the transmitl:ed wave in the determination of aO has not 
been clearly established. 
II.A.Z. The Ryan Redop Scatterometer 
In several Arctic missions, the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration has employed the 2.25 cm 
Ryan Redor scatterometer. Transmitting a vertically-
polarized continuous wave signal in a fan-beam antenna 
pattern, t'.e Ryan system illuminates an area ±60 o along 
the flight line and ±1.So transverse to the flight line. 
The beam pattern is shewn in ?igure II-2. The SCc.'(.~i;;:'·-








Figure II-2. Fan-Bean Antenna Pattern of the Ryan Redop 
Scatterometer 
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Figure 11-3. The Doppler Spectrum Reflected Back 
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The fore ~ .. ta. i.e. the retun froa positive .iAci~e,i'1~" " 
. ·c··:· , 
anales. is loeated in that PO'l't1 .. GEtke badt~catt.~ct , 
spect-nun areater thlln the t'&Q1' ea1'1'ler fl'eque.q,. ,Thon 
frequ,enc:y components of the retun sianal below the car-
rier frequency are re~ to &I the aft data. With an 
aircraft ground speed. of 200 bots and a eanler frequency 
. 
of 13.:5 GHz. the maximua doppler shift for which the':re i~ 
aeasurab1e :return oe~rs at approxi~te!y 81Hz, 
The Ryan Redop system is shOlm ia block 4iaaru 
form in Pip" II-4. The 13.3 Glb traumittecl dpa'! is 
lenerated by a continuous wave fix-tunM two cavity-kly-
stron. The doppler 'poctNII reflectect back to the re-
ceivin& antenna is mixeli in a hybrid jaetioa with the 
earrier frequency, soparatin, the or1,inal wav.fo~ into 
two channels with zero center frequency and a to· ph ... 
difference. These two result in, sipals are referred to 
as the sine and cosine eh&lUl.ds (also known .. ieclop I 
and Relicp II. respectively). A c:ali'bution sipal pro,or-
tiona1 to the stren&th of the transmitted enerlY is added 
to the sine channel to establish an absolute reference fer 
received power levels in later data·recluction.' 
A resu:t of the frequene! shift of the doppler 
spectrum from 13.3 Gill to zero :frequ~ncy is a "folc.ing" 
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Figure 11-4. The Ryan Redop Scatteroilleter System 
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backscatter fro;., the pos~tive angles. The sino channel 
is compos eu of t~c difference of the fore and <lft data, 
while tne eosin" cila~,nel contains their sum. A detailed 
Je5cript~~~ of t;;15 occurrence will be discussed later 
;).::c.::...;~'" u. :dr,:;e var:ations in the amplitude of 
J O :0 cGo. t:: .. ~',o"~~:;;; ;:",,,r tUg nadir must be attenuated • 
. ;i &~ - pc.~" ':'i,;-:i a ::'i:;' te:rs, possess ina the gradual single 
pole "roll-of£"cr.aracteristic" "hown in Figure II-5, are 
employed so to res;ricc the am)litude of the lower fre-
quenclgs. 
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The return =TuD the ",ntire -60· to +60· beamwidth 
is me"~;,::,,,':: ::;:'::n'~.:.::.;:,,::usly by the Ryan system. To achieve 
definite terrain area from sev-
it is necessary to delay in time 
:h", ~ackscatter from the larger angles. The scattering 
CO;£i"cle;-.t is £~rst determiued at the laTgest angle of 
i:.te.est. iollow<.;o.:,y tj-.e re:;..1.lning specified angles in 
decreaslng order. ,he conce~ts involved in the delayi~g 
operation are il~ustrated in Figure lI-6. 
7he te"rrai:l a.rea illu::inated by the transmitted 
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FigUT(' II·!.. RoB-off Characteristics of the Ryan System 
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I 
attainable, the ground ,:ell would appear as shown',~1'! 
, ' , figure 11-7, The cell ~en,th is a function only of" ' 
the aircraft speed .1 .. d the tillle for which the return at 
a farticul~r ~n~~~ i~ ~~asured (tht filter inte,r.tion 
till.e). i'lnite 11:~~r .:;"ndwidths considerably (liter the 
form of tr.~ .... .1", . .:1 -:c~:_ ;J.S illustrated in H,ure II-S. 
In "dd~tlon to .. ~.r,.;; .!ctermined by the aircnft speed 
and the £liter lnte6ration time, the !;round cell, len,th 
now is also a functlon of the plan~'s altitude, the fil-
ter bandwidth, and the individ'.;.al angle of incidence. 
This length is pVi;m by tr." expression 
V a aircraft veloclty 
t'n~ • filte~ inteiration time 1 .. 
;, .. ai reratt al ti tuce 
a • angle of incider.~e 
~6 • angular bandwidth 
The analog outPUt from ti.e Ryan Redop scatter-
omet~r thu~ con£i~t~ of two aw~io ch~~nels separated oy 
a 90° llhase dif::t:~·": . .;.,,,. 'lh" iner,,-;ions reqwi~·.;:d fo;:' '.::_c 
Jl 
I 
Figure 11-7. Ground Cell Length Utilizing 
Ideal Filters 
e 
hgurc II·· 6. 
~------_L~R--------~~l 
C~2~n~ C_:l ~en£th Utili:lng 












,'0 pU,'fcr:" :. .. " reduction of the data obtained 
, , 
~ ••• __ '. "I .~~ini~=r~tlCn has in past missions 
':'~"t ~ :.;. ::.';' .-.1 '':' "; '" ,,'0 ~.;s.;.L:Z technique. The cor.;puter 
_.~" acco.;.plishment of this task 
.JlviSlJ:l :::;A~.D} i;, :,)·:"to:1, Texa.s. A discussion of the 
;)i>.l",~.t cnarac;;~r~:;·.;~~,; of the digital signal processing 
7he c~!:".):.c~.· .~:C0:t.~·,,-;;. effectively manipulates the 
';:"ta ii. tic mam.er :.(;C":;5,,r'l fe·.· the separa'cion of the 
;.or,. : :~::. ~~.iJ : •.. ~ " .•. :t. .inc. ·.he .lctermination of the strength 
_.' .,. . "'-r'"" . ·.··'··'v·'re c. ·'-.',,"ough the ;'~plementatl'on .......... J,j".J .... ..;  ;,;, ... -'1;; ........ ,............. __ ..I _ _..... .. ..16 
'-.', '.,' '(>. > ~ 
... __ .... '-\00 ........ '" I,,;; ..... fr" •. ..lc ... cyJa;:,c.s .. r::l t:,en squared and summed to 
7he s.~~ .i:ld cosine cnan~els are both diJit~~ad 
at a rat~ of 25,000 ~a.1".~les per second. The computations 
wnlC'" ~~ ,':'£ec+ ~. ", ... , ".!1" .;. ·ofo .... '''",'.,,,,,' • ., ... , • 
... ~ ...... ~ .. ~.L. ... OJ.LI •• J, ... a .. \,,;.:J ... J. ............ I..oC;:r In .. e~.~\o ... o,~ w ..... _ ...... 
I 
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After diaitizina, N data points of both channels 
arc placed in core storage 
wile r", 
S(N~Tl, N • 0, 1, 2, 
C(NaT), N ~ 0, 1, 2, 
• • 
• • 
., N-l and 
•• N-l 
AT • ti;nc interval between samp.l.es 
s • si~~ ~ri~nnel data 
C " eosin!'; ch:~"nel data 
The Fast ro~rier Transforms of each channel, FeS) 
and FCC), are then determined, relultina in N/2 complex 




;:;., (s) = oR.: [;:;"(S)]-j L. [fZ(S)] 
r;. (C) == Rt: [F.. (C)]· j L. [F;.; (c)] 
W ::: 0) Wp'J 2W~ ... I (/-l}tAJ, 
:;: r:t • ,; 
(2 -7) 
(2-8) 
Fw(S) .. Fourier coeffici~nt for sine channel 
at frequency w 
Fw(C) .. ~o~r~er co~£ficient for cosine channel 
a.t. freque.'lcy w 
{ 1 ~ real part of enclosed fu~ction 
[ ] = imd.ginary part of enclosed fun;tion 
wI' 211 .. A/4T 
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The reference level at the cal.ib'l'ation frequency is calcu-
lated by summing the squared OiJIIpli tudes of the FClrier 
cocfflcicnt3 in J. car,d around the reference frequency. 
Thv 3~~ar~d amplitudes for the fore and aft 
beam C~~ b~ calc~lat~d by adding the Fourier amplitudes. 
fl.. (w):':::' [8. [Fw(sjj~ I", [F;..(c)]]tl 
Z 
.,. (: r f;" (J")) r Rt:[f4.(C)]] 
.... /1;'" 
~ (fIJ) = [Re [Fw (s)] + I ... [rw(c)Jr 
+ [- L [~(5),*" R~[r.Jc)]t 
wf.ere 
- squar~d amplitude of fore beam at frequency w 
p (w) = squ"roci amplitude of aft beam at A :o·:Jc. u.oncy w 
(2-9) 
(Z-lO) 
Eand,ass £llterinz 1S simulated by summing the squared 
a~pJitudes over the desired frequency bandwidths. 
Typical values for the filter integration time 
and the time interval between sampl~s are .3~75 seconds 
and 1.31 seconds, respectively. Multiplying factors are 
introduced to allow for variations in the two-way antenna 
gain and the scatterometer roll-off characteristics. The 
pitch of the aircraft during each run is i~cluded in the 
antenna gain corrections. The return ie the incici~nce 
angles in the r~nge 5° to 60 e (both fore ~ud ~itj ~3 
tahulateu. The fin"l diita are expreSlied as relative 
s.;,ntcrlnj/, coefficJ.c .. t:i ::'n decibels. The computer timtl 
requacu for tl1"~,, operation. is eight times lonaer than 
the JUl":.lt .0[, of t!-,.;; ..;ctual in-flight data recordina. 
,n ~~_" ~.zsions. the NASA digital reduction 
;;C:10:ne ::;!'s ,,-::Jvcn :'J p:'ovide accurate and reliable scat-
S6 
terometer data. .:rocessing. However. two principal hin-
drances are inherent In the utilization of the CAAD 
software - the excessive amount of computer time required 
for the processing to be accomplished and the stipulation 
that large computer facilities be readily accessible. The 
motivation for the development of a real-time scatterometer 
signal p.ocesso: lii;l:, l.n the difficulties resultina frOIll 
t~() ~~plcmentaticn of the diaital reduction tecnnique. 
1: .:," Analysi::; of 1equired S:atterometer Data Processinl! 
Operations 
The focus of this section is centered on the 
mathei,latlCal description of the required processing oper-
ations which must be performed to successiully reduce the 
analog output of the Ryan Redop scatterometer for subsequent 
applicQ;ion of rieclsion criteria to the data. Four possi-
ble Signal reduction approac;,es capable of manipulahng 
the data in the ""sired mann.,r aN pre.,entecl. and analyze" 
on the basis of their relativa feasibility. 
I 
I 
II.B.l. Characteristics of the Ryan Data 
The analog slgnal produced by the Ryan system 
consist~ of two ~udio channels separated by a 90° phase 
cii£fercnc~ and .'ith :,,:';) center frequency. These two 
channe~s result from th~ mixing of the single radar sig-
nal at the recei'linb "nter.na of the scatterometer with 
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quadr.::tu.'e wavef0rm~ (:.." .• Signals possessing a 90° phase 
difference) at the carrier frequency. 
The electromagnetic energy backscattered to the 
radar receiving antenna has a center frequency of 13.3 
GHz. It contains higher and lOwer frequency components 
as determined from the doppler equation: 
oIIh(:rc fd = tioppler frequency 
v a aircraft speed 
A = radar wavelength 
e • angle of incidence 
(2 -11) 
The doppler spectrum in effect modulates the 
carrier frequency. The original waveform may be representee 
in the time domain as 
where d(t) ~ rcccivod doppler lianMl 
aCt) .. aft: dll.U 
ret) .. foro Il.u.u. 
Wo u 2'11' x 13.3 x lOIS rad/ne 




the frequency domain equivalent of (2-13) may bo expr •• s.d a~ 





f(t) +- F(w) 
A(w+W.) + F{-w~wJ 
It 
Wo ~ 2~ x 13.3 x 106 rad/sec 
(2-15) 
The double-side~ arrow appear.r.g above is used to d~notc 
that the terms c.r, tr,c; nght side of ·~r.G arrow a.re 'ch~ 
Fourier transfor~~ o~ 
I 
."_ • ___ 1. ____ _ 
When the rec",ived sigl.al is mixed with q ... il.:lr,,-
tu~'" carrl",r in.'iuu"cy w;;.veforJns, a "'folding" of the .tor", 
data ant(; th" ,~i,- -:"ta results. The multiplication of 
the r~:uiv~d cn~rz! tj the Sln", and cosine of the carrier 
.!- A (.t.)),. ,.'(lJ)).,./i (f,U f'/dIAl,) r 1'"(-tU f'2W.) 
4-
d!t)(t:.>-.t.:.J. f.)(4iA.. "". i)~ A/-w -;;",.)i-F(w -ZWQ )-- A(w)rF{-tJJ) (2 -17) 
.,.) 
tr~4slatud in freque~cy up to 26.6 GHz a~d down to zero 
f:i"equency. The ;-.i~ncr :.=rec:,ue:.cy componen~::; centered a;: 
~ult. in two distinct channels v£ lnformatic: .. ,1 :. .. ..:f~1"rc~ "Co 
as the 5 i.ne and cosine c::atJ.ne:5, which cay be rc:~rzs .:::" ... ..:.::;:;. 
as 





s i Ile channe:: - F(w; r A fw) r F (-w) - A (-I.4I) 
1) 
(2-19) 
Both the positive a.-.d r.egative frequency terms have been 
l.:.cluQ(:d ::1 '(.ne~c e~~:tJl';,,;::;:)ions for clarity in later dis-
cu;;:;nons. ':'h", :raciar retclrn for positive angles of in-
c~dei.ce lS ooserveci ·~o .. dd to the return for negative 
angles of incidence :n the cosine channel. However, the 
sine channel contains the difference of the fore and the 
aft signals. A 90° pnase difference is also present be-
II.~.2. ~s~~ntial 2~oce5sing operatlons 
In or(.c:: t",,": :.:eanir..,;£u::" informatio;, may be 
operations must be performed to reduce the ~ata to a more 
usable form. There ale four primary considerations which 
arise in tr-e proc~$s~n~ of the output channels: IJ the 
separatioz: of the fore a~.d t~1e aft r~turr..;, 2) the fi:te:":':-"i 
of frequencies cJrreSpondlng to desired angies of incidence 
. -, ,..,. . 











The sep~ration of the fore from the aft return, 
termed "!'ign-sensing", is accomplished by performing op-
erations or, the :;~atterometer cosine and sino channels in 
such a manner a!; to isolate the foce data. As previously 
shown, the cosine and sine char,nels may be expressed as 
cosine cnomnel; 
5 ine channe 1 : 




The fore dat. may be recovered from the aft data by elimi-
nating the 90° phase difference and then adding the re-
sulting signals. 
To achiave the separation of 'he complete fore 
and aft spectra it 15 necessary to mult: Ily the cosine and 
sine channels by quadrature waveforms at '1 frequ,: . .;;j" 6reat-
ar th,,:: the highest frequency component 0 'c,urrir.g in the 
, 
backscatt,r. The result of this modulation is 
cosin<.; c.lannel; 
+ 
F"( w- w,) i-1I(4J-w,) +F(-W-fP,).;. 14(-1.11- ";/1,> 
8 






F( w-w,) - A(w- w,)- F(w-IAJ/) + A(-IIJ-w,) 
• 9 
- F(w+ (;),) +- /J. (w.,. w,) +F(-w+ w,) - II (-w .,. w,) 
9 
., .. cJt:';'..l.ting irequency 
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F((")."",,) + A (-fA)- w,) +A (w+w,)+F(-w+IAJ,) 
4-
(2-24) 
The complete l~"rl~val o~ the fore from the aft return has 
thus been accomplished. 
,he d~te~~i~a~lcn 0= the return for specific In-
ciciencu ~~gld~ L~cej~itates the implementation of bandpass 
£"=~que~cy is governed. by the ';'~;>pler equa·~ion. An ap;>roach 
capa~~e of obt&inir.g the ~agnitude of the radar return for 
desir..;d an.gles oi :'ncid0."l~e :'s '':0 Oand,c..ss fil.'.:ezo the two 















wh~re: ~ _ - 2, A iiiter center frequency 
.i. 




The generation of the system tining base is 
(2-20) 
(2-27) 
essent~al to the up~~ation of .he processor_ To simulate 
the effect of viewing one terrain area from seve~al angles 
of incldence sirr.1..!ltaneously, delays must be i:1troducec. 
to delay in 1:::':..(;; t:-.e rt:'turn fror.! the go.-eater incicien.ce 
;;..ngles w~1.ile thl: lI!icrm(.i.tio: .. i:-r ... ..:....:..cess:.vely s~alle:c 
ln~~Jc~c~ angle is a fun~tion oi the aircraf't sp~eci and 
time. 3ecause tn~ scatte=~nz :o~l~icient is nc~~~~ized 
.. 
ground ce:t.l be of exactly t . .i.C 3.,;' .. :r.~ ..; ~::c ~:~ .. ~ .:::.v;;r ''::~!.': ..: _~-:_t:; 




Sillt.:~ eh.., Iil<.lasurement of the magnituJc vi the 
raJach;.c:,,,..:attcr for th03 specified angles of incidenco 
is d03termi.1<.ld OV(lr dlf£eren'c ::~riCld.,; of time, the 5;;Or:.l.JI.. 
of volt:.l.;~~ ~ro;~r:.o~~l to tha stren~th of the return 
~".-~. ,;:1..1.1::'1\ -::!1.U ';,J.:'lpling mode and ;;hen hold its value 
'l1..:n :l ,-0 •• ;;1'0';' v;;;lt ... gc i", applled, are cOlllr.lonly employed 
ior;;ni, task. 
11.8.3. PosJible Data Processing Techniques 
Four hasic processing methods possessing the 
capability to perform the necessary reduction of the Ryan 
scattcr.:Hu'Cer data a-;:e ."~SCUSs<.lci. and ar.a::'yzed in general 
b::'eck ciagram t~rms in this section. These approaches 
.. N perfor: .• .:d a:,d tr." ceo tel' frequency of t~e dopp:i.er 
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l'igure II-9. The Filter-Detect Processjnr. Approach 
c 
,-
cqulVulcnt of the SASA .il.gital reducti.::.n sch"'l~c. 
?osscs.se.:::; tn~ Saffi(; cen~(;r frequency and passband as 7.~1.~ 
~orreS?Onjlng filter of the other bank. Tae center fre-
~uencies of the filters are re:a~ed to the desired anJles 
6t:ilerates a logic pUl;;e ::0 ope;. the a:;:.propr:.atc analog 
cos ... ~ ..... ~ cl1ar .. u.el: 
4 
" ,~, - ., .:.' 
,-
sine caanne 1: -F(UJI") + A(wl") ",F(-Wr)-A(w;;-) 
.tti 
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Th~ s:~na:3 of ~ach ch3nnel at this point are composed of 
~ 
tr.e frequ;:::'.cy c~r:.).:i:l"".",;s passecl ;;y the fi Hers. RMS de-
t:uci ... gh a ci'rc;u:ct cc.:sisting of two modulat.ors and an in-
te;ra".:ir, provi~e DC levels for each channEl equal to 
the r.lagnltudes (abso:ute values) of the input signals. 
The phase difference between the channels is removed in 
thb operation. 7;'(; two channels are then subtracted 
using operational amplifiers, resulting in a DC signal 
i'lvcn by 
iF(w)1 , ,.. , 
~ 
..J... , 
/f'{-w .. )} 
2 
. :~~ .. ~ c:.: .. L:50lut.J val~c bar~ denote thc.i.i: 'the absolut~ t:'~agnitude 
c:.: :::.";: enclost::d iur!ct:o~ :"las ~cen ta:~cn. 
by ..... ~ .~ ........... '.l.T.ing c:':rcuit::"/ ~tore 'che voltage levels 


























II.B .3. 2. Filter-Delay 
A different approach to the determination of the 
::;trength of the radar ret .... rn <It specific angles of inci-
denc~ is lmplemente~ i~ the filter-delay processing tech-
nique (Figure II·'IO). The ph~.se difference existing be-
tween the sine ~nd cosine channels is eliminated for 
individual frequencies by the utilization of time de~ays 
on one ch anne 1 • 
The sine'and cosine channels first enter iden-
tical banks of bandpass filters. One filter of one bank 
is exactly matched to the corresponding filter of the 
other bank. The center fre'quencies of the bandpass filters 
are established by the doppler equation. 
The c~annels output from the Ryan Redop scatter-
omet~r may be represented as 
t:osine channel: 
sine cha:-mel: 



























Figure II-IO. The Fijter-Delay Processing Method 
,,, 
'-. 
.... __ " ..... ~ .. ~.~~-........... _~~, ... l"bth[-)p)t'e ......... ''''~ .... ~-''''''''',1,,-I?'.,·,').rh~ ct' H 'tf afi'tttW-;; ',=._ :.Ej 
__________________________________________ .. .n ......... \ 
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After filtering, these channels are given by 
cosine cho.nncl: (2-33) 
- F(wp) "r" A (wr ) - jj (-c.Jp) 7- F(-4Jp) (2-34) 
-4';: 
who!'",; ilJ f = f1l:e:;: center frequency 
Jy time delaying one channel, the phase shift between the 
channels may ~e rcmove~. The needed time delay, t d , can 
be calculated as shown 
~ (wp [t- tJ]) 
71" 
•• Cd = .ew, 
(2-35) 
The delay is a lu~ction of tne iilter center frequency. 

















<I.. ;: [iers. The result of this operation is 
F(w,) 
2 + 
A;"I.1S c!etectJr <:.iv,,-, .J. iJC leve: eq"al t-:. the absolute 
v" It.·. 
pulses generated by the syste .. , clock, then stor~ these 
DC level::;. 
II.B.3.3. Shifted Center Frec.uency 
The shifted center i~e~uency ?roc~ss~n~ app~o~c~ 
is showr. in Fif;:~l'e I:- ~:. In centrast to the two met;,cc." 
preV1C..ls:ty disci.1ss~U, t4:~ shif"Ccd center irequency tech; ... :i..c~l..o.c 
provides ro-;' the s~p:;.rg,"Cion 0:': t:he corr:.ple";':B fore ~na. &of-,: 
oiJta:.n tius ::;eparation ci.ly for tile desi:red ang:;'es of J..r,-
ci de~'l.ce . 
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[, B\!re J 1 -11, The, Shifted Ccntc! Frequency Approach 
.." 
l~ 
the oscillator Ert.lquency. It is necessary thut tt . .: 
o:;ci::'lator frequency be Jreater than the highpst trc'l,uency 
co;.\punea~~ of the dcpp:'"r s:;.ec-:::um to allow fo-:- 1"he ;,;cm-
plett: :~·.mf.Jldi;lZJi of -:.:-.e fore and aft datao 
Aft"r ;;':':';'i>:;" ';;,Jl.ng moa .. :"'-·~:"G:l with the quadra-





summer to give 
F( W -I- wo ) .... A (t.I.i "'(,1).)_ F(-tJJ ,,"w.,)+ It (-(# or t.Uo) 
g 
.. ~ . .' 
.... 4 •• ,.:. ___ ..... ..;;._ 




















___ __~ ' __ ' •• T __________________ ,.-l'J 
,,"'. fore anj aL d:.t.i .1.Vt. b.'.l. sep .::at ..... at _li:; 
switches controlled Jy the 'ciming circuitry, are emp".J)'U';; 
por.cL::,;:- ail.Y ~:.;.;·.n;:;;,dence angle. The signal obtained 
F(t,;. - W )"-.h:w _ 
- ~ 
4-
A (- '~-{,..J.J L"WF 
---:--~-
+ 
A (~." W~)J4I:;:WI" 
.I/. 
,: (.. uJ-I- w~)1 W"'W~ 
4 
(2 - 40) 
+ + 
where: Wf z 270 x filter cen~~r frequency 
If ':he fere return 1.5 t: be determined, the i'requer..cy ;::<'.1-
sured i!o C:Ciual~o -:1"1e d~fference of the £il:er center ire-
que .. ;:y aild the osci::a:or frequency. 
f;-~ 
fd = doppler £rJqu~r.;:y ev~luated 
ff " filter cent,,:;- :.:·rt:quency 
fo " oscillator frequer.cy 
A RMS detector gives the abso:""t<;; v",l"'e ci -'::.0 :fil:c~';;c 
portion oZ the doppler ;:;pectr·".r. cor~·c:;?o:_.c'i~o "~ . _ ..... -
cidence angle. ... -, .... 1 













DC levels related to the strength of the radar rctu~'n for 
th~ de~ireti angles of incidence. 
:;'s si-.." ... :'r, '.:>loe1: ':':3.,;~·ar.; £OJ:11". ir. Figure II-12. A vcltage-
cont~cl~~~ csc~l:atcr provides a variat~e center fre~uency 
for tte doppler spectra of both channe~s. Any desire':' 
incidence ~.gle nay be meas~red by the appl~cation of the 
correct voltage level to the i~?ut of the cscillator, 
resulting in the ~~:b~~ent of ~he filter pa$s~ands with 
the appropriate doppler ire~ue~cy. 
As previously demonstrated, t;,", "inc and CO::'~l;" 
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The mul t iplicatior. of the channels by the s inusoi';",l out-




l"(w-W,,)-i-A(l4hW.) ,- ,;,-(..w- cu.; 
g 
. A (w.,. IAJ, I of' F (-(,/J ~ w. J-f- A (-tAl or /.Po) 
8 





.:...: '': .. ~ .. ;,;j :.::..---
,I" " 
.-• I 
~-------- --_. __ ..... _-
-------------------, 
where: fd • doppler frequency 
ff • filter center frequency 
fa • oscillator freqJency 
The two channels after filtering are 






F(-U1, -w.) + A(-w,-w.)+ r(UJ, +11.1.) 
11 










wherl:: : Wf • Zw ~ filter center frequency 
A HMS detector gives a DC level for each chann.;)l rclatau. 
to the magni tudl;: of the fij,ter<.> ... signals. The phase 
difference between the channels is removed in this opera-
tion. These levels are subtracted through the use of 
operational ampl:fiers to separate the fore from the aft 
data for indivl~~~l an6~es 01 lncidence. 
F(wrW.) +A (-t-"!:·-w.) -I- A(W, "'14) + F(- W, + w.) (2-49) 
.". 
Sample-and-hold modules then store the DC levels propor-
tional to the magnitude of the radar backscatter for the 
desired angles of incidence. 
II.B.4. Comparison of the Four Processing Techni~u~s 
Evaluation o£ the relative merits of the fo~r 
scatterometer signal ~rocessing methods previously dis-
cussed is based on the comparative feasibility of th~ 
circuit desiills and on the versatility of the indivlo.l:: '. 
networks with respect to possiole changes in system speci-
£ications and aircraft paramet"rs. Frohl this viewpoint. 
each approach possesses Yo u.."liq...l"; set of inhc:"er..t .:;.civ~nt:.~:;.,..s 
and disadvantages. 
The feasibility of the individual te~hniqucs l~ 
dependent both on the components readily available on the 
commercial market and on the ~ccuracy which can be re~son-
ably attained with these components. The order and the 
number of the mathematical operations which must be per-
forme~ ~re also imp~:tant factors in establishing the 
relative f~asibility of the four processing methods. 
The ability of the processor to adjust to a 
possible change in the required specifications and to 
variations in aircraf~ parameters is a prominent considera-
tion in the design of the system. Although the processor 
system is designed for use in the reductior. of ~catterome­
ter data obtained from Arctic sea ice, it is desirable 
that the system possess the capability to be utilized in 
the processing of the r ... dar re'curn from different types 
of terrain wit~ only minor alteration. Because the great-
est iniormation content in trie return from different sur-
face types could be located in a different portion of the 
doppler ~pectru~. it is advantageous to be able to ch~~ge 
the incldence ar.gles measured. Suitable Jariation of tae 








incidence, as may be seen from the doppler equation. In 
addition, this shift is ~on-linear in nature. i.e •• for 
fixed filter center frequencies, the deviations arising 
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in the incidence anbles measured as a result of a change 
in the aircraft velocity are greater at the smaller angles 
th~~ at the larg~r ~&:~s. A variation in the aircraft 
spe~d a1;;o nece .. ;.;ltates an appropriate change in the s}'s-
tem c.ock to generate the control logic at the correct 
time intervals. 
The filter-detect processing technique is con-
ceptually the least complicated network of the four dis-
cussed. Powever, because the filter center frequencies 
are fixed, this method is not responsive to changes in 
aircraft velocity. 
The pri4cipal cisacvantaie inherent in the 
utilization of the filter-del .. y approach is the phase 
error resulting from the implementation of time delays 
which I:an be set to only one frequency. The filters, to 
the contrary, possess a finite frequency pass band. The 
3ystem is not able to compensate for the non-linear SAlit 
in the incidence angles measured arising from variations 













The shifted center frequency appI'uach allows 
:01' the separation of the comkl1ete fore and aft spectra. 
The only phase error creatae. ~ I the systlO.m in this method 
would be a resul~ of er~or in the 90° phase shifter. The 
design employs a bank of filters with fixed Center fro-
quenci~~, ~d is thus ~~able to adjust for changes in air-
craft v~~ocity or to vary the angles measured. One RMS 
detec'cor is used in this technique • 
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The swept center frequency technique is the most 
versatile of the four processing methods discussed. Any 
incidence angle may be measured by the application of the 
correct voltage level to the input of the voltage-controlled 
oscillator. Thus, a change in the programming of the input 
signal to the veo can be employed to allow for variations 
in aircraf.t speed. A possible ~isadvantage to this ap-
proach is that only one value can bF. used for the filter 
, bandwidth. In the other three methods it is possible to 
compensate ~lA part for the angular dependence of the ground 
cell size by varying the filter bandwidtHs. Two (i,,'.:ectors 
are used in this technique. 
Each of the four scatterometer data proces~ing 
methods a..,alyzed In this section i.s char"cti;;;~'ized by a 
unique set ofa.1vantages &4'ld dSd.;;;va:.;J.ges. Of tiles," fOlOr, 







accurate and stable recovery of the fore from the aft 
uata. By far, the most ver$atile of the four techniquc~ 
is the swept center frequency approach. 
III. ARCTIC ICE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
III.A. General Descri?tion 
A simplified block diag:am of the Arctic ice 
chssificatio., system is presented in Figure IU-l. The 
scatt:;:ro.lleter output consistil:.g of two doppler modulated 
audio signals, each containing th~ return from the fore 
and aft beam of the antenna enter the radar signal pro-
cessor sub-unit. Here, the data are first sign-sensed 
or separated into the fore-aft data spectnlm positioned 
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at an appropriate center frequency. Next, the desired 
portion of the spectrum is filtered to obtain an analog 
voltage proportional to the reflected energy from a ground 
cell located in front of the aircraft. The system timing 
provides the appropriate time delays between filtering 
operations to allow several reflected energy measurements 
for the sam. ground cell at different viewing angles 
(angles oi incidence) to be made; these voltages are 
stored until all measurements for one ground cell have been 
made, The data are now sent to the analog computing cir-
cui try where predetermined classification param,:;·ters a;'" 
computed, These paraneters are u'cil:u:eli to aet<.;rmi·,;; 
t 
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which ice class the data set represents. 
The basic functional requirements of the 
system have been ~odularized and mounted in standard 
19 inch module cages (Figure 111-2). The radar signal 
processor is composed of two modules, these include: 
(1) the processor module responsible for conditioning 
the scatterometer output data, and (2). the Time Base 
module for generation of all system timing. These two 
modules are located in the top module cage. 
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The two module cages immediately below contain 
the analog comrutational circuitry which provides the 
capability for p~ogrammable implementation of ice type 
decision algorithms. This sub-unit is composed of four 
basic modules; these include: (1) the Control module pro-
viding operational mode control for the computer, (2) the 
Monitor module for monitoring amplifier ~utputs, attenua-
tor outputs. and voltage busses, (3) the Summer-Integrator 
modul~ which performs the mathematical operations of sum-
mation and integration, and, (4) the Coefficient Attenua-
tion module for multiplication by a constant less than 
unity. 
, Power 
1it located in 
for the system is supplied by the power 
the lower portion of the rack. An Ampex 


















system to provide playback of bath simulated and actual 
radar signals for processing through the system. 
11 LB. Radar Signal Processo.· Sub-Unit 
four possible signal pro~cssing techniques capa-
ble of performing the necessary scatt;e;oollleter data reduc-
tion to result in voltages proportional to the strensth 
of the radar return for desired angles of incidence were 
discussed in Section II.B. The first portion of this 
section des~ribes. in block diagram terms, the method <, 
chosen to be implemented in th~ final design of the pro-
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cessor sub-unit, afterwhich, a ~athe~atical analysis of 
this approach is coneuct;ed. A description of the circuits 
utilized in the two modules cozposing the Signal processor 
is then given. 
III.B.l Processing Approac~h 
A block diagram of the Signal processor circuit 
is shown in Pi,ure I11-3. Tne approach employed is a 
hybrid of tbe shifted center frequency and swept center 
freq"ency techniques discuss~d in Section II.B. This 
method posse~ -es the advantages of bcth techniques and 
eliminates SOllie difficul ::ies ar _5 ir,g fro, the im~: c::-__ ;·,-
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The shift£d ~enter frequency approach is iir~t 
utilized in the processor sys:e: to provide for the co~­
plete separation of the for~ and the aft data. This sepa-
ratinn is achieved through the multiplication of the sine 
and cosine channels by quadrature sine waves, resulting 
~n ti:.e ~ranslation of ';he ,'op:?ler spectra of each chanr.el 
3ro= :'.0 frequency to the fre~uency 0: the sine waves. 
The p.::lSe difference bet'heen the two channels 15 also re-
IlIDvec through til .. :; modulation. The sine and cosine chan-
nels are then addej in an operation~l ~plifieI su~er, 
:.11 
At this pc,int. the fore d .. ~a has been completely recovered 
fr~n the aft data. 
The remainder of the ?rocess~r i~plements the 
3liept center frequency concept to move the doppler center 
freque:ncy as re<;uired to iU t<:;: those fr.;q~encies con'e-
sponding to the desired ang:es of incidence. A '1c.l.~ .. g,,-
controlled oscillator is used to shift differen~ portions 
filter. That frequecc:y of the doppler spectTUl:! fi::el",,~ 
is determined by the voltage :evel applieci at :::'e in::l1,.:: 
to the yeo. Any incidence angle ca:, bE ~easured throug~ 
the propel:' prograJlllllling c.f the cor.trol v~:l.,,;e of the VC, 









The filtered signal enters 3 ~S detector, 
wh;,c.h provides a DC li!vel equal to the absolute value 
01 the input waveform. Sample- and-hold modl1:' ~s. con-
trlQlled by the digital tilling cirautry. store the DC 
voltages related to the magnitude of the radar back-
scatter for each of the desi_~J incid~nce angles. 
The complete recovery of the fore froID the 
aft data is a distinct advantage t:1 this approalt:b. 
BeC8k5e the frequencies filtered are determined by the 
input to the veo, the incidence angles m~dsured can ~e 
varied through appropriate alteration of the oscillato~ 
prograa'Aing. The proce~sor is thus able to a:low for 
~ossible changes in system specifications and to coapan-
sate for deviations in aircraft par~meters with compa~a­
tively minor changes. 
iI.B.2. Matheaatical Analysis of Processor System 
As demonstrated in Section II.a., the analog 
data from tne Ryan Redop scatterometer consi~ts oi two audio 
channels which may be represented in the frequency domain 
Dr 
cosine channel: 















-F(w) + A(tN). F(-w)-A(-w) 
.4/" J 
(3-2) 
These channels are first aodu:ated by quadrature sine 
Wa.V6S produced by the fixed frequency oscilla.tor net·· 
wor~. The result of this OPe~ation is 
+ 
F(lIipW.) +A(tu~"' . i +F(-w~{Jh)" A(-w~w,.) 
a 
r-(u.- w.) - A (w- <4) - F(.t»-c...t,)+ A (-w-G14) 
8 




T'\e cosine mel sine channels are added in an operat.ional 
~plirier su.aer. giving 
This signal i~ modulated with ~he si~e wave produced by 
a voltaae-controlled oscillator. yielding 


















To show aore clearly the frequ~ncie5 to which the data 
have been shifted, the above may be written as 




The original doppler spectrum centered at Wo has beeu 
split into two i,entical spectra (each cGntaining half 
the signal .. plitu~) located at (wo-w l ) and (wo+wl). 
These shifting operations are :I.llustrated in Figure 1II-4. 
The signal is filtered through t~e use of narrow-band 
oandpass filters. resulti~g in 
+ 
wher .. 
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Figure lII-4. Shiiting OperQtions !;JlIployed' ih -rhc P co-
cessor System 
(a) The Ryan ;'~ciG"p s! ne C:R~.ai~r. c 1 
(b) The RvJ."l ~e .• ,"1 C.:>:>.:.'".e C;~am:.d 
(c) The Sign;;.l ' ~'';'''' :, .. -. -Scns l.;::~ - ,rote-:-"" 
at tte ~OdL~ "~~,. : .~:ucnc'l ~ 
Cd) ~he Dop?:'t;.~- ~ ... _Ll _ -'~~~"~;"~2 ~r.._J :~;.; 
Range of :~.{;: ~:1~;J;j .::"i"ter 
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The filter cen~~. frequency is of suci. value that only t~~ 
leading cloppl.er spectrlilll. wh.ich ~s .;:;;,t.e rc;d at (we "''''1). 
passes ;..:to the range of the r: tel'. '':.,is statement m&y 
be exp:essed hv the condition 
whe~~ it ~~ assumed that all desirable information .in the 
rc; Lurn data is l.ocated in the range of frequencies frem 
o to 81Hz. The three frequencies IJlf' ColO' and 1111 are ad-
justed to meet this stipulation. With the frequencies 
employed in the processor systea. the doppler spectrum 
centered at (1110 '-1111) will never ?3SS into the filter pass-
bund, and therefore will be neglected in further discus-
sions. The signal is thus represented as 
F [W, - (IN. +1.11,)1 + A [-wp- {w~ + w,)7 
¥ 
(3-S} 
A ~S detector proviaes the absolute v~lue oi the i~lte:eci 
portion of tae doppler spec:tt1.l;t.. 5~r-le- :...:.:;-;.01';' ... ;;;Q.w;les. 







rn.S.3. The Processor Module 
Those circuit cOlapOnel1t;S concerned with the 
actual conditiouing of ~ac S~Q;~ero~eter signal are con-
tained in the Proc:esso:: module. 'i'~e principal iv"'ctiOJ:s 
performed in this ~oduie are (1) sign-sensing, (2) gen-
cra~ion ai quadrature sine wav~s, (3) variable =re~uency 
shifting throu6A t.'lo: i..;.;:: _ ..... ~ntat:.or. of tr.e yeO, ..,,,i (4) 
filtering and computing the ~~ vQl~e of the return for 
each incidence angle. 
III.B.3.l. Sign-Sensing 
The sign-sensing s~~~y~~e~ eiiec:~_v~~y ~~.ieyes 
the separation of tne fore fro~ the aft data tnrough the 
mc~~ation of the in?ut ~anne~s with ~uadr~ture sine 
waves at a f:requency of 20 6%. ne 900 phase cliffe1'eDce 
betweon dio c:Juume1s is 1'Osov.:ac1 in this process. rauin, 
it pouible to ad.cl tho two chaonels to :recover the fore 
frca the aft data. 
Th •• ine 1Dc1 co.ine chlDJl.1I1$ first enter buffer 
uplifiers which provide isolation mci protect .ucceecU.nl 
.u.... _alo, Il1Iltipliers are employed on eaell dlumel 
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~o aoclulate the inpu~ silJlals with quadrature sine waves. 
aecause the .ultipliers possess very lo~ ieedthrougL char-
acteristics, ;bey essentially pe:-ion iU oalaneeli mo..w.l ... tor~. 
9S 
-"he two signals after modulation are added in an opera-
tional amplifier sUllllller. which has a variable gain 
capability on each channel. I: is thus possible to balance 
"the oUlpli tudes of the sine and cosine channels to ob"tain 
tneproper se?aration of the fore a.'\d aft data. 
III.a.3.2. GeneratiQ& of Quadrature Sine Waves 
Digital logic is employed to produce the quadra-
ture sine waves necessary to isolate the fore fraa the aft 
data. A 741711 synchronous four-bit binary counter lUld 
two 7400 nand gates reciuce the !i0 KHz square wave frolll 
the Connor-Winfield Ll4C crystal oscillator to two 20 KHz 
square waves possessing a ~OO pha~e shift. Two 20 KHz 
ban~pass filters with a band~idth of 400 Hz filter these 
s~aare waves. yielding twO si~e waves separated in phase 
Ii)" vlle-i('Jurth of a period. Operational anpliiiers are 
,"-sed as buifer anpliiiers Defore and after the filters 
III.B.3.3 Voltage-Controlled Os.:;illator Ne'twork 
The vee network (Fi6~re TIT-OJ is employed 'to 
:in i f't the retun: spectrUJ:: alc::; ~h~ =r""u~_:c:- =is .. .:; 
7he devz.ce n:J.!rib.e:",~ ::0.: _:.1.,,;:a;.~c.. Z:':::'~~t._ ~_ ... :;. __ 
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dcsi.red angles of incidence. The network consists of a 
buffer amplifier for the contl'.ol voltage, a ,eDerator 
module. and • sine converter. The generator module usee' 
is ~he Wavotek Model 120-121 module. The generator 
simultaneously ,roduces both triangular and square out-
put W:lll'~ forms. with ,1 frequenq dete:nrdneci by the magni-
~t.:de ~= the control-voltage input. The triangular wave 
drive:; the siDe converter module, Wavetek Model 120-022. 
which generates a sine wave of the input sianal frequency 
through a diode shaping network. 
IlI.B.3.4. 40 D1z Filter and ~ Module 
The 40 Dlz bandpass filter is used to exaaint: 
that portion of the doppler spectl'Ulll corresponciiD, to each 
incidence an,le. The fil-cer has a 3Gb banciwidth of 800 
iiz and an attenuation of SOd{; at 36.8 1Hz and 44 ia.o;. 
The output froa the filter is a narrow band of frequencies 
centered at 40 1Hz related to the energy backscattereci 
at the dasirec1 an,les of int:idence. One filter can be 
ell1,11cryeci to filter any required frequency of the 40:"l"ler 
spectrua because of the variable frequency shifting por-
cec1ul'o tapleaeDtec1. 
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The In'tronics RIOl ",\IS opera.tor is utilL_a t.e. 
determine the RMS value of the cr..ttp .. t. of t:-.e 40 KHz. :.a.:e.;_~s 
! 
;... 
filter. The ~le is desianec} to oPfta~e in the 
frequlllncy rllD:~roa DC to 5001Hz. The "tille constant of 
the aver&ciDa filter is set to 0.1 seconds wi. th an exter-
nal 5 laP ·capacitor. lntemally. the aoclule consists of 
two balol aulUpliers and a filter. The input is squared 
by 'the first aultiplier. A single-pole active filter then 
awraps this vavefos. The second IIUltiplier takes the 
square-root of the result inC sipal. The output frOll the 
RNS IIOdule is a DC level equal to the RNS value of the in-
put. 
II1.B.4. Tille Base Module 
A block diagram descriptive of the operation of 
the Tiae Base aodule is shown in Figure IU-7. For ease 
of analysis. the IIIOGule caa be divided into four distinct 
subsections on the basis of the fUnctions perfozaed. 
These are (1) the frequency division. (2) the tiae selec-
tion. (3) the veo input voltage. and (4) the s~le-and­
hold s.!lbsystellS. A discussion of each of the indi. viGuel 
subsections follows. 
111.1.4.1. Frequency Division 
The frequency divi~i_~ subsect~on is concer~ed 
with the redr,;.ction of the 20 KH% clock ,$16:'''::' f-rom -;.11 .. 
103 
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Processor aodule to the waveforms required for the 
tiaioa operations. A 7474 Datype flipaflop and five 14160 
synchl'ODous fourQbit cJecade counters are used to leduce 
the ZO 1Hz square wave to frequencies of 10 Hz and 1 Hz. 
~ese lower frequencies correspond to periods of 0.1 and 
1.0 seconds, respectively, anel are employed to effectiv31y 
establish a clock which counts fro. 0.0 to 9.9 secoo4s in 
.1 seconli increaents. Two 1442 BCD-to-dec:illlal decoders 
are neces.eIY to proihlce the deciaal countiD •• 
111.8.4.2. Tt.e Selection 
The U. 6electioo subsection of the Tille Base 
_dille consists of those components which cieterai.lle the 
incidence aBales selected and the times for which the an-
gles are switched on. Three 1432 positive nor gates are 
connected to the output pins of the 144Z BCD-to-dec:ir:.al 
decoders. The conect tillle. aeasured in seconds and tenths 
of a seccmel. is determined f,,1:' each of the ten angle pos-
sibilities. It shoulel be note, that a logical "I" will 
be obtained for each angle for only Ii.l seconds. TAUS » 
the filter tRtearation time for each angle is one tenth 
of a second. Five angles are selected from the ten angle 
possibilities ~rough the five ten-position switches ~r. 
the front panel of the Time Ba~e module. 1"7 ~se five 
ches are connected to the lamF circ~itry a~~ 
lOS 
inputs of the IIpp~pri.tl! suple-and-bold aoclules. The 
codina "Cluir~d for operatton of the D/A is ae."lezoated by 
hex inYerter c1riveTlJ connected to the ;,utput pins of the 
7402's. 
IU.B.4 •. 3. Genel'lIt.i.en of the veo Input Voltage 
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The circuit producing the voltale level required 
for the input to the VCO cODSists of fiye 7416 he~ inverters 
with open colleetoT outputs. II di.ital-to-analo. converteT, 
and an operational uplifie,.. The eipt bits of infonation 
needed to driYe the B/A aN pnerated by eaploying olle ,ate 
of the inYerters "benever II "0" is required. The inyerters 
ar'l connected in a ''wirec!Dad'· I:cmfipTation. Whenever Ol1e 
of the inverteTs en a pill of the DIll. goes to "0". the other 
inverters connected to that pill are forceo to "0" also. The 
output f=a the DIA is IIIIlpUlieci to provide t.P.£l neecled range 
for the input voltage to the VCO. 
IlI.B.4.4. Saaple-:md-Hold 
SaapleDand-bold sodules are eaployed in the 
sipal processor to st,.:-" the DC volta,e level correspond-
ins to the upitude of the radar return for each of the 
five desirec angles of inciclenc~. The logic input of each 
saaple-ad-hold is ccmnecteci to the corr.:sponding 5'10 _~..::.. 
--
..... --_ ... ..... 
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i)n the front panel of tbe Tille Base module. By swi tehiul> 
on " partiClilar anile. the sllllple-ancJ-hold receives a 
logical "I" at the correct time to cause it to track the 
sLgnal from the RNS module with unity gain and no polarity 
.I.6Iversion. Tne appliCation of a logic:al "0" to tbe logic;-. 
input of the sample-anci-hold rQsults in th~ switching of 
the 140ciWe into the ''l!,old'' mode. The output of the sample-
and-bold in this mocie is the value of the analog input 
just prior to the switching from "I" to "0". Both the 
Processor module and the Time Base module are illustrated 
in Fiaure 111-8. 
III.C. ABalos Computer Stib-U&it 
The analog c:omputer sub-unit is a special purpose 
analog computer designed to allow prograswable implementa-
tion of ice type ciecision algoritlms. This sl.1b-uni~ is 
composed of four modules: !) computing modules. consist-
ing of the Suaaer-Integrator and Coefficient Attenuation 
modules whose functions are to perfo~ several macAe.atical 
operations on the .. chine variable (voltage). ~j tne Contro~ 
IIIOdIIle £01' selection of c:omputeroperational modes. and 
3) the Monitor moelule for ciispj,ay . ~ mmine parameters. 
These modules o<~'e cor.taine:i i .. Ii stand .. rc. :.] i;:1(;;-. 
rac:k-Illountable module cage. :':.0 en-c;ire ur.:' t .. ;:; co;:;. ... :;;".,;" ... .; 
I 
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tlfO 1I0duie cases cienotl;ci as Pi'13STY and secondary. Con-
tained in Ute primary cage are the ,'~~trol and Moni tor 
modules and five int'.:ychiiJ!gable computing modules. The 
secondary cap contains ten ,"u'::'fluting modules. Provi-
si.ons were made in the initial system for seven Coefficient 
Attenuation modules and eight Summer- Integrator modules. 
FiVQ of the Summer-Integrator modules can perform 
Dotil ""Wlllllation and integration. The "adell tioD only" 
IIOdules are denoted with a black dot: lo~ated in the upper 
right hand comer of the module. However. these may be 
extended to dual function ope~ation by adding the necessary 
analog switches, relays, and feedback capacitors required 
for int~gration. Equa~ion: are programmed (using patch 
cords supplied witb the syste~) directly to and from :he 
j aclcs on t~e SUIIIllIer- I:ltegrator and Coeffici~nt At1:enuation 
module front panels. 
III.C.l. Control Module 
The Control module (Figure 111-9) allows the 
operator to control the campat~r operational sodes. :Aese 
include starting and stopping .l solution, establishing 
initial conditions when the I;;:i£? .. ter is net in repetitive 
operation. and holding a co;:.p\.;::.ed value ;;;: a:::: -:i.::e i;, 
the cOII,uter solution. 
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side of the priaary ca,e. The control functions can 
be su.aarized as follows: 
Control 
Power Switch (510) 
Reset Switch (56) 
Hold Switch (57) 
C_pute Switch (58) 




of primary power. 
Places the cony~ter 
in the RESET MODE. 
Places the computer 
in the HOLD MODE. 
Places the eaaputer in 
the COMPUTE MODE. 
Places the computer in 
the REPETITIVE OPERATION (RiiP-OP) MODE. 
Allows variation of the 
compute time within the 
major divisions on the 
compute time switch. 
in .C.l.l. Manual Mode Control and Repetitive Operation 
Reierrilll to the block diagr .. of Figure: Ill-IO, 
~e lillanual _de control consists of four momentary-on 
noraally open. PUShbUUCil swi'tches and interlock cirClOitry. 
The interlock circuitry leeks the compu~er in 
desired Ilode and permits only one mode (if operation to 
exist at a tille. 
The .anual lillOde cun .. :rol signals appea:r Co:: ;;il" 
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the mode control buss driver UlputS. These drivers r;on:;:ro.l 
the sta'Ce of the Al. AZ. Bl. and 12 busses (1II0de co»:,ro1 
bussesj. Table III .. I indicates the control buss state i.n 
each particular mode. 
TABLE III-I 
~ Reset Moce iiold Moci!,. COlIpute Mode 
Al l.ogical 1 l.ogical 1.1 Logical 0 
tU LOlieal 0 LOlieal 1 Loeical 1 
B1 Lolic:a1 0 Logical 0 Logical 1 
BZ Loaica1 1 Logical 1 LogicaJ. 1 
When the system is c;erated repeti<;ively, it is 
switched between the reset an~ compute modes automati-
ca~!y oy the repetitive operation timing circuit. T~is 
circuit consist of two monostable one-sbots connected ~o 
form a free runnins multi vibrator. 
IIl.C.l.2. Radar Signal Processor Interface Circuit 
For operation of the analog computer in con-
junctiaa with the radar signal processor. an add~tiona~ 
circuit was installed in the Cantrol aodule to allow the 
reset and compute modes to be initiated by a con~roi ?~ls~ 
sent froD the racial' signal plllCeSSOr ~Figare III-Ii,. 
This control pulse is r.;enera.::ec at the end of " .. e.': -,;..;.;;.i __ .; 
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cyde when all retu1'n upitucles have been sapled and 
are ready for subsequent elas~ ".fiel' processina. Once the 
Control aoclulil detects the leading edge of the pulse the 
c:oGlpute cOJIJIemd is initiated and upon deteaion of the 
EaUina ed,e of the Fulse. a reset c:cmuud is ,iven. The 
computeT remains 1~ the reset mode ~hile awaiting another 
cont~Ql pulse to be sent. 
III.C.Z. Monitor Module 
us 
Display of c:_pter. par_eters is aided by the 
Monitor .. cliale loc:aud on 'the riJht siele of the primary 
cale acljacent ~o tt.e control Iloclule (Figure III~12). Con-
tained within this Ilgdule are an Analog Devices AD2001 
digital panel meter for display of measureRents. address 
switching peraitti18 access to various computer points. 
and a 5 volt p~b-'r supply for disital panel meter power. 
. . 
PiauI''' III-13 shows the IilOnitor module in block diaaram 
form. 
Inputs into the module are through aicr:aribbon 
.::wmec:tors mounted in the mar of the module. These in-
elude the potentiometer calibration (POT-CAL) ~uss. pri-
mary cage asplifier outputs. seconciary cage amplifier 
outputs. and the voltage aonitoring cable. Ex'terna: in-
put is also available through the front ~~.e!. 
. --- ..... .... "-"'-
., 
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'l'he POT-c:AJ, buss carri •• the output or a parti· 
calar coefficient attenuator when the calibration button 
for that attenuator is depressed. Priaary ael secondarY 
outpllt cables carry the SUIIlIiier-~t!,grator IIOdul. outputs 
fro. the priaaryancl secondary cales respectively, while 
the voltage monitorinl cable contains the various cGDplS-
tel' pOlfer busses which IlUSt be checked for voltaae level 
fraa time to tise. 
Theses cDles anel busses are feel into the address 
svitchiDl which peZ'lliu the operator to choose a particu-
lar output or voltqe buss for elisplay on the paael uteI'. 
Proper switchina to observe the desired parueter will be 
discussed in Section IV. A. 
III.C.2.1. Diaital Panel Neter 
The Analog Devices AD2001 is a Gilital panel 
meter desianed for 199.9 millivolt fUll scale input. 
Dovever. increased input ranles of 1.999 volts. 19.99 
volts. and 199.9 volts have been obtained by addition of 
an external attenuating network. Pawer for tile lIlel;el" 
is supplied by a S volt supply contained within the 
lIonitor IIOdule. 
U 
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IU.C .• Z.Z. Aci4l'esS SVitchini and Ope rat ina Consicierations 
RefeniDI again to Pigure IU-lZ. the Monitor 
IIIOdu1e control functions are: 
Control 
POWER SWITCH (Sl) 
DPM RANGE Switch (52) 
MASTEl Address Switch (53) 
POT-SST 
p. SA. and sa 
VOLTAGE Ac1dress Switch (54) 
an~ AMP Address Switch (55) 
Controls application of primary 
power to the Monitor lIlOct&lle 
Controls the DPM inp~'t range 
XIOOO - 199.9 volts full scale 
1100 - 19.99 volts full sc .. le 
n - 1.999 volts fuli. scale 
Controls selection of the 
basic cable inputs at tt~ 
rear of the module. 
Posii:iGD of MASTER address for 
setting coefficient attenuators 
Positions enabling the operator 
to monitor a particular amplifier 
output. 
50th are used in conjunctiou 
~ith tbe MASTER ad~~c~s for 
selection of inputs to the 
digital panel meter. 
SlUIIIlation and integration operations are pe-:--
fo~d by tbe Summer-Integrator modale (Figure !I!-14). 
Each module consists of t',.-o ir..de,encient high gain DC 
aaplifiers with associateci input. and feedback resi~tor 
-
networks. Ten of the existir'6 sixteen amp!iiiers "';;" 
· ... _ ... _---... .~. 
also equipped with feedback capacitors and necessary 
.ode coatrol Circuitry for operation as an intearator 
IZl 
in addition to a suaaer. Each a.plifier is equipped with 
a visual overload alarm to indicate the presence of an 
overload ccmciitioa to the opclrator. 
Figure III-IS is the basic block diagram of the 
Sumaer-Intearator IlICclul.e centainina an operational ampli-
fier (.A). two analog SWitchllS (ASl anel ASZ). a function 
control switdl (513). a tille-scale relay (1Cl). input re~ 
sistors (Rl-IS). and feedback coaponents (16-18. CI. anel eZ). 
Bach Su.aer-Intelrator aodule contains two co.putina 
uplifiers. hOlfever. only one need be considered in this 
discussion since both are icientical. 
III.C.3.l. DC Amplifier 
Ea~ channel of the Summer-Integrato~ module 
contains a Burr-Brown 3308/1ZC operational amplifier. 
which is a hip perfol'lWlce, FET input cievice. Specifi-
cations are tabUlated in Table III-II. 
III.C.l.Z. S~r Operation 
Surrounding the DC amplifier are the necessary 
cGapoaents required for operat~Qn as a summer O~ a~ ~~­
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BURR-BRDIN MODEL 330a/lZC OP AMP SPECIFICATIONS 
qDN LOOP GAlli. « IU) Itlllel. Jlin 
OU'l'PUT IMPEDANCE. open loop @25 HZ 
1Ai'ED OU1'PDr. Voltage, Ilin. 
. Cuxent &in. 
REQIDlHCY IUiSPOHSB 
. Unity Gain. Open Loop 
Pull Pawer Response. Ilia 
Slew Rate, un 
JJlPUT OPPSET VOLTAGE 
mur BIAS ClJRIENT' 




DiPUT NOISE . 
Yoltag6JlHZ to 10HZ, pop 
10 HZ to 10KHZ. l"1:lS 
-CUrrent .01 HZ to 10 F.~. pop 
10 hZ to 10 KHZ. l'lIIS 
INPUT SIGNAL PROPERTIES 
to.mon aode Voltage Range 
Cosman .ode Rejection 









· tS IDA 
· 4 11HZ 
100.KHZ 
6Vhtsec 








- 8db (+8, -lOv) 
-- tlSv 
· t:.. 5 vAt. :.0 £-• 
oZjOC ;0 <to 







only the input and feedback resistors will b. connected 
to the .plifier. This achieves a five input 5111111er with 
the indicated lains as was shawn in Figure UIolS. 
III.C.3.3. Int~gr~tor Operation 
Patting IOwitch 513 in tile I position places the 
amplifier circuit in the coniiguratiOA of Figure 111-16. 
Integration .ode is controlled by TTL compatible analol 
switches. ASl md ASZ. Switch positions are indicateel 
for the reset. hold. anel cOllpUu aocles. 
In the reset mode the initial condition resis-
tor network c.,osed of R6 and It? is connected to the 
aaplifier anel the feedback capacitor Cf is connected in 
parallel with R? The output of the aIIlplifier rises to 
tile negative value of the initial condition input voltage 
with a reset time Geteminee by the tille com; tan t of it? 
and Cf. 
The hold IIOde acids the capability of holciing 
the last cOlllputed value in Ii problem for a reasonable 
aaount of time and then proceeding with the problem SC111-
tiOD. The "hold" time is limited by the feedback capa-
citor dielectric; leakage current cmd the input offset 
voltage afthe DC azplifier. Therefore, the longer a 
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Figure 111-16. Integrator Block Diagr~. 
Finally. when switched into the c_pu~e 1I0Ge 
the negative inU&ral of the input signal is obtained 
at the ou~put of the amplifier. eo.putationa! time is 
real-tiae unless the sys~em is operated in the repetitive 
operational mocle. In this case the time scale relay is 
energized. placing a smaller capacitor in ~he feedback 
loop. This decreases the cOlIputation time by a factor 
of approximately fifty. 
Ill.C.4 Coefficien: Attenuation Module 
The coefficient attenuation module contains 
three ten-turn potentiometers (PiJUre 111-17). The~e 
coef ficient attenuators are energized wi th a reference 
voitage in order to obtain a fixed. accurate voltage 
less than reference, or with a signal voltage in order 
126 
to lIultiply the signal voltage by a constan~ less thac 
unity. To facilitate fast coefficient setting, a push-
button switch (514) is located next to each attenuator. 
Depressing the switch connects the wiper to the POT-CAL 
bass, remc--,," the voltage applied at the patch panel .... nli 
applies +10 volts to the top o£ the attenuator. The ~iper 
remains c:onr,ected to the load for accurate setting. "Figure 
II I -18 repJ.'esents the pot &;all.oration c~ r.::ui t. 
• 
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Fiaure 111-18. Potentiometer Calibration Circuit. 
""'. "II' 
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IIl.C.S. Classifier Nociule 
The Classifier module is a special function Bodule 
and contains the required ~reshold and comparison circui-
try. code conversion logic. and display capability for real-
time nwaeric readout of ice class. Basically, the module 
compares the values of several discriminant functions 
t61(x). &Z(x). 'S(x)! implemented on the analog computer; 
the results of this cOlilparison is a silt bit digital word. 
A code to-code conversion is nov perforaed. and this result 
is converted into a s~ven segment readout for ice class 
display. Class assignments are given below in Table 111-3. 





First Year Ice 






III.C.S.l. Threshold and Comparison Circuitry • 
In order to prevent a positive identification when 
the data point is too near a cl~sber plane boundary. S~~~ 
method must be introduced t~ allow an indeter:::in:..nt -:"1...; i,~:_ 
be defined. This is proviacd by i~plenentaticn vi a vari-
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Both the threshold level and co8parison were 
tBpleaented usiD&analog voltage cOBparators having a 
variable upper and lower limit. The o~tp~t character-
istics of the device are such that wher. the input ex-
ceeds either the upper or lowe:r liAit a logical "I" is 
aeneruted. :S1 utHidn, two cO';',Jarators for each discrim-
inant function the cl~ster plane may be divided into 
sections with variable width boundaries. 
111.C.5.2. Code Conversion Logic and Display 
The output code of the analog cosparative cir-
c~itry is now converted into BCD through appropriate code 
to code conversion logiC. The BCD o~tput enters a BCD 
to seven segment decoder-driver where it is converted 
i.lto a numerical readout of ice cl .. ss. 
Ili.C.o. Power and Reference Voltage Supplies 
The existing power unit furnishes operating volt-
ages for the aodules within the Arctic Ice Classi=i~ation 
Systes by providing the outputs as listed in Tab:e IIl-4. 
The unit is located beneath the secondary cage. Voltage 
adjustments are accessable from the rear of t:'c Unit. 
(Figure UI-20). 
The supply front panel contains the line f~_,~. 
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LOCAL-REMOTE switch is plac:eei in th~ reate position pri-
aary power application is controlled by switch (SlO) 
located on the Control module. The radar signal pro-
cessor also acquires its pover frolil this unit. therefore 
power !lust be turned on by the Control .oeiule before t:he 
radar signa! processor may be powered. 
TAIL! Ill-. 
Specificati on .. ~l SV1)C. ~-UYDC_._ ... :J. O'llDC ._ .. -lOVDC. __ - 20VDC 
Output Cunent 
( ''''jH! r ei ) .ax,l-
1.0 1.~ mu. 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Re'''' .... tlon fro. 
No Load to Pull 15 20 15 20 20 
Load (MV) 
+SVDC_ .. +SVDC 
~ . O .S 
SO Unre,u-
lated 
"" 1.01 ~ 
IY. SYSTEM OPBIATICIi AND PIELIllIIlARY EVAWATION 
IV .A. Palildam !!f!ckout 
TIl. JIUI'IIOlIe of \!tis •• CtiOD is to assist the 
AlCS us.r in b.ce.... fa.iliar with the oecessary systea 
CODtrols md dadr fuactiCIDS. 
IV.A.l Processor Nodule 
us 
TIl. sc:att.,...ter sine and cosiae channels enter 
the s,st.. throup INC CODDec:ton located on the frODt 
panel of the Processor ..aute (Piaure IY-l). Cuumel ,aiDS 
~ controlled by the chanuel 1 and channel Z ,ain switches 
which s"t tbe lain of the input buffer uplifiers inc;re-
.nUlly. Pot.oUo_t.n (CAL I anel CAL Z) provide for 
conticuous yariatioa between the aajor ,aio divisioDS. 
The CALIlRATICIi switch can alternately switch 
the S,_iOI -.plifier output froa channel i only. to chan-
cel Z Oftly. to th. s .. c.'f the two channels. This output 
m~ the 401Hz filter output are available throup INC 
coaaecto.s. 
The yeo control voltal. is patched froa tbe Tiae 
lue aoclule into tbe Processor _ale tbroup tbe YCO j acts 
Oft the front panels of these two aoales. 10 aclditiun. 
the IllS jaets aUow tb. INS aodule output to be patched frn 
::-- ...... j • 
.... "'_ ... _-"' -
the Processor 1I0dille to the sat!ple and holds located in 
the Tille Base 1I0elllle. For operation of the radar signal 
processor sub-unit the veo and RMS jacks on the Pl'oc",;sor 
aoclule aust be connected to the veo anJ RNS j acts on the 
Tie Base lIodUle. The sine and cosine waveforms are also 
available through front panel jacks for periodic checks of 
the required 90" phase shih. 
IV.A.Z. Ti_ Base Moclule 
The five rotary switches on the front panel of 
137 
t'\e Time Base aoclule (Figure IV-Z) allow for selection of 
five incidence &nIles froa ten incidence angle possibili-
ties. The ten possible anlles ranle from So to SO" in S· 
increments. The switches are labeled "A.~bLi: 1", "ANGLE Z". 
"ANGLE 3". "ANGLE 4". and "A.~GLE SOl. The smallest anale 
to be aeasured .lISt be placed on "ANGLE 5". The lipts 
and output jacks on the front panel correspond to the five 
anlles. An "on" light arks the start of the intearation 
tiae for each anile and it reuins on until the system is 
reset at the completion of a cycle. After all anlles have 
co_ into view, the system is placed in the cC3pUte mode, 
which Dans that the five return :lagnitudes at the selected 







IV.A.l. Anal08 Coaputer Su'b-l1Jlit 
In oreler to faailarize the user with the analog 
cODputer subGunit it is desirable to discuss the entire 
sub-unit instead of the individual modUles as was done 
. for ~. sipal processor. A sillple chec:kout procedure 
bas .bee.. devised whiell will serve two .. jor purposes: 
(1) it will orient the operator anel (Zl it will provide 
the required systeM setGup. Refer to Pipn ][V-3 for 
switch nuaherina. 
IV.A.3.1. Checkout Procewn 
Step 1: Place switches in the followina positions: 
Step Z: 
Monitor Module 
POWER Switch (51) 
DPM RANGE Switch (52) 







Power Switch (SlO) OfF Coapute Tiae Switch (511) lOllS 
S~r-Intelrator aodule 
Function SWitch (5l3) S POSition 
Connect tAe sys tem • s two prinary powe:r c:o rds to a pri_ry source of 115 VAC @ 60HZ. 
139 








Place the LOCAL-REMOTE switch located on the 
power unit in the ~~TE position. 
Apply Frimlory pover with switches 51 and 510 on 
the Monitor anc Control modules respectively. 
14 .. 
Step 6: After a brief ~larm-up period the systea supply 
voltages should be checltec for aceuracy. This 
task is accomplished in the following manner. 
Power Supply Voltage ~heck 
1. Place the kASTER address swi:ci1 (53) in the 
VOLT positicm. 
2. Place tn·" DPM RANGE switch (52) in the noo 
position. In this position the full scale read-
ing will be 19.99 volts. 
1. Switch the VOLTAGE aclciress switch through 
the various positiOD$ and check to see that the 
voltage readings displayed are as follows: 
Position Relsdin.s 
+ ... 5 +1$.00 :: .15 VDC 
-15 -is.OO :: .15 v ....... -oJ ... 
"10 +10.00 ! .10 VDC 
-10 -10.00 ! .10 VDC 
4. Three additional voltages may be checked at 
the output j acJts located on the pOlie r supply unit. 
These include !$ VDC. +10 VDC and -20 VDC and 
should remain wit:'lin ::$iI of thei:- respec"Cive values. 
UnlezJ the system has not been operated for an ex-
tended period of t~ these voltages need not be 
che~!'d before each use. 
5 Should adj ustment ;'e necessary. this :'s ac-
~omplished with the respective potentiome~ers 
locateu on the power .5w?ply regulator bca=~. 
Step Q: ~ith prJper supply VOltages assured a check s~ould 
now be made to determiL~ if each DC amplifier is 
balanced. 
DC Amplifier Balance C~eck 
1. Pla.:e the ~.AS7E!\ a.ci.cir~ss S1':':tcr. t":lj ;:::,_ 
p. SA. or sa pos~~:'o~ ar.d the DPY. Ra1&c sw:~c~ 







The output would be specified as SA-5. 2. NOW, address the first a.plifier output to be checked. Press the BAL switch (512) located between the input and output j aclts of the particula~ amlpifier under test. 3. Balance the amplifier by taming the ZERO potentioaeter locate>d I':.~ove :.he BAL Switch. 
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4. Continue this prceedure until all amplifiers have been balanced. 
This caapletes the initial checkout procedure. 
IV.B. Preliminary Evaluation 
This section discusses a preliminary evaluation 
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Figure IV-4. System OutP~t Numbering Configu.ation. 
14:-
IV.B.I. Radar Signal Processor Perforaance 
A description of the testing procedure initiated 
to deteraine the operational ciaracteristics of the signal 
processor is given in this section. This procedure in-
volved the processing of data possessing properties iden-
tical to the output signals produced by the Ryan Redop 
scatterollleter. The generation of the te,st data will iill"St 
be presented, followed by a discussion of the resuUs ob-
tained fro. tbe processing of the data by the signal pro-
cessor sub-unit. 
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An operational amplifier summer was used to add 
four equal aaplitude sine waves with frequencies of 17 KHz. 
19 Kliz, 22 KHZ. and 24 KHz. The center of the frequency 
spect:U1I is considered to be 20 iCHz. The signals were 
spaced unequally about this frequency to reduce the num-
ber of va&i~les ari~ing i~ later calibration. The fre-
quencies above 20 KHz are referred to as the "fore data". 
Those frequencies below 201Hz constitute the "aft data". 
The frequency spectrum is shown in Figure IV-S with a pho-
tograph of a spectrum analyzer display. The vertical 
center line of the oscilloscope is set to 20 Kiiz. The 
horizontal scale is 1 KHz per 'ivision. The vertical scale 
~presents linear amplitude. It is seen that th .. re ;;.re fc'_: 
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The 20 IOlz sine aad cosine waves genera'lea by 
the proces~or and two analOI multipliers were e~pl~yed to 
shift the center of the spectrum at 20 KHz down to zero 
frequency and up to 40 iHz. A Guadrature phase shift was 
also introduced. Those portions of the two spectra at 
40 KHz were remo~ed by filtering. T~e two signals possess 
the same characteristics as the sine and cosine channels 
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of the Ryan system. Filure IV-6 shows photographs of the 
tvo spectra resulting fro. this operation. The horizontal 
center line corresponds to zero frequency. The horizontal 
scale is 11Hz per division. The spectra are symmetrical 
about zero and consist of four positive frequency spikes 
and four negative frequency spikes. The positive spikes 
are at 1 KHz, Z KHz, 3 KHz, and 41Hz. It is thus observed 
that the fore and aft data have been "folded". These two 
signals were recorded on an analog tape recorder. 
The two recorded channels were then processed in 
the saae EanDer as the Ryan data. To achieve the separa-
tion of the fore and aft data. the sine and cosine channels 
must be properly balanced. Figure IV-7 shows the frequency 
spectl"Ull after t!lis balance is reached. This photograph 
illustrates that the processor ~ystem is indeed capabl~ 
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The voltage-controlled osci Hat.:;r and tbe til i rJ 
analog IIUltiplier were utilized to shift this spectrum 
alon& the frequency axis as requir~d to filter all the 
frequencies occuning. The yoltage levels at the output 
of the INS .odule are given in Table IV-l. The amplitudes 
of the four frequencies are seen to be reasonably equal. 
The syste;a was able to accept two "folded" chan-
nels identical in properties to the Ryan data and. through 
the sign-sensi~g operation. recover the original spectrua 
without distortion. As a 'result of this testing procedure. 
the ability of the system to accurately process lata pro-
duced by the Ryan Redop scatterometer vas conclusively 
delllonstrated. 
IV.C. Recomaendations 
This report has documented the develo!l'lent of .. n 
electronic system which. when interfaced with an airborne 
radar scatterollleter. will provide real-tiDe categorization 
of Arctic sea ice. The processor is designed to reduce 
the two output channels of the Ryan Redop scatterometer tG 
a series of voltages proportional to the magnitude of the 
backs~attered energy at desired angles of incidence. 
1511 
Several design aodifications have been con-
, 
sidered in the light of experience gained with ~he 
processor system. Although these modificatio~ are not 
essential to the operation o~ the processor, their incor-
p~ration would result in improved performance. 
It is recommend~d that the fixed filter inte-
gration tiMe of .1 seconds be reconsidered for two prin-
cipal reasons. First it is felt that an integration time 
closer to the .3275 second interval typically used by NASA 
in its digital data processing would provide greater stabil-
ity in the measurement of the return spectrum. Also, with 
the saae integration time for all angles, it is not possi-
ble to allow for terrain cell size variations through ad-
justment of the integration tURes. A superior method re-
quiring only minor alterat.ion of the Time Base module would 
place ten 74121 monos table multivibrators after the 7402 
nand gates. The 74121 "one-shot~" would provide the logi-
cal "I" pulse to drive the hex inve:ters. the lamp cir-
cuitry, and the sample-and-nold modules. Eada ene-shot 
would be wired to make a transition t~ logical "I" 'Wilen-
ever the corresponding ruu:.d gate ;noved from lO&i;;;..l "0" to 
"I". The periods of the one-shots could be set. to the 
required integration ti;nes for the appropriate a~&:cs. 
The sample-and-no:ci modules e~ployed i~ the ?~O-





different approach to storing the voltu.ge level;; , .. l:dJ 
be to digit:i;te the voltatO?s. store these binary numbers, 
and then convert the storcCl binary bits to analog volt-
ages. The circuit aiter the ~ffi module would be replaced 
by that: shown in Figure VI-B. The principal sections are 
an analog-to-dl.gita~ converter. multiplexers, a storage 
section. aad five digital-to-analog converters. T~e ana106-
to-digital converter changes the analog signal from the ~~S 
lIIodule to an eight-bit bina1")' number. During one tilling 
cycle. five analog voltage levels are output from the RNS 
module. The AID converts these five ali;llo~ levels to five 
eight-bit binary numbers. Multiplexers then route these 
five binary numbers to the appropriate locations in the 
storage section. The storage section could consist simply 
of ten 7475 iour-bit binary :Latches. Five digital-to-.;;. .... :.:;_~ 
converters would then change the binary numb~rs to anaicg 
levels which could be held for an indefinite period. 
The passband of the 40 KH;t bandpass filter is 
located exactly at t.he second b:.rmonic of the 20 KH;t sine 
and cosine waves. This sit.uat.i~~ causes possihle ~rror 
in determining the R,'!S amplit.udes of the filteNa aop?lcr-
s~ectrum. rae filter cou:~ easiiy te replaced by c~e wi.h 
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second hal'llonic. The only other altera~ioll requi rcJ 'h' Ii IJ 
be the needed ,oltege levels for the vo1tagc-controlled 
oscillator. 
It is rec~ended that further investigation 
be conducted in several areas. A means of insuring that 
tbe correct amplitude balance and phase shift are main-
tained £01' tbe sine and cosine channels aust be found. 
Also .u1tiplying factors which would compensate for terrail 
cell size variations, the antenna pattern, and the sca~~er­
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APPENDIX A 
CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT 
The purpose of this appendix is to develop 
the classification algori~whicb is presently util-
ized. However. utilization of this particular classi-
fication approach is not intended ~o purport favoritisa 
t~ one aethod; yet, there are aany techniques whicb aay 
be utilized. 
A.I.A. Cl.ssifier Algori~ Developaent 
This s~ction will develop an algoritha which 
can be apleaented with the analog coaputer sl.Ib-unit 
to perfora the required classification analysis on the 
data as they eaerge fr08 the radar signal processor. 
Two basic: functions are perforaed: 
(1) a least squares aprroxiaatioQ to the return aa8ni-
tude versus incidence angle curve is .. de and 
(2: a cluster plane is iapleaented allowing the slope-
average data point position to be deterained relative to 
defined standard class values. 
1\-1 
• 
A.I. A.I. Classification Paraeter COlIPUtaUon 
The slope of the characteristic scatter ina 
curve and the avera,e value of the return aaanitudes 
eoapos~ th~ line have been chosen as the two paraaeters 
which will be utilized in ice class deteraination. The 
aetbo8 used to ca.pute these para.eters begins with the 
ceneral •• trix equation for a straicht line of the f01'll 
'a • .& + b and is given as 
where Q • return aa.nitude 
& a incidence angle 
b • intercept 
a • slope 
(Al-I) 
To insure that the systea deterainant is positive def-
inite Il). AI-l is preaultipUed by the transpose of t&J. 
This results in 







SiDee the ~ derivative of a constant is 
zero. tbe tiae derivative ofCc]., be added to Al~Z. 
This tera is represented as 
1£[xJ[c] (&l-3) 
where 
By rearranging Al- 2 and adding Al- 3 the rosul t is 
(Al-") 
or 
J [I .]['] VI'·" ]' [, ~] r '7 iii • 1 ", = - L4~··4. D' -: L'" (AI-5) 
A-3 
Perforaln, the required .. trix aultiplieatioas yield 
two equations suitable for analo, ea.,uter t.pleaeata-
tion. These equations are 
and 
~ - - [{"'~""-tT,I+[,r.4t.""-4.r.,. ... 
+ I Ift.,.,.11 -IN 1 ] 
~ == - [<I; 1 "'~ .,.~ -iii}'" .. .t". .. .,.&-tIi} 
.". . . . .,. 'liJ,1'" 4t .,., - 6N 1 ] 
(Al-6) 
(AI-7) 
Iapleaentation of AI-6 and Al-7 will provide a value for 
the slope of a best fit line through the data. The average 
value is eoaputed by addinl the return aagnitude values 
and aul tiplying by l/N where N is the naber of selected 
saaple points on the characteristic scattering curve. 
This procedure is expressed a! 
N 
A"6A'A6E - ;I; ~ tIN (AI-I) 
4'" 
A-if 
The flaw ataeraa for .aalol coapute7 i8pleaentation of 
both the slope and avera.e co.,utation is eiven in Fianre 
AI-I. For st.,licity only the return aaznitudes"for three 
• incident ancles are considered. 
A.I.A.Z. Cluster Pl.ae Position Dete~ination 
After coaputation of the classification para-
aeters (slope .ad average} the data point they define 
on the cluster plllne Jm~ t be coapared to know standards 
for point classification. nlis is acco.,lished by cutting 
the cluster plane into sectors. These sectors are bounded 
by the perpendicular bisectors of the lines which join 
the standard points (Figure AI-2). 
The slope of 1:he line between the standard points 
of water and first year ice .. y be expressed as 
(AI-g) 


































































The equation o~ the perpendicular bisector takes the 
fol'll 
(AI-U) 
Takina the aidpoint coordinates of line I-II and substi-
tuting thea into AI-II yields 
(AI-12) 
Upon solvina for b and substituting this value into 
AI-li. the result is 
(Al-13) 
(t}S <#o)i)t,,-y.}+tit., .Xa)(Jt,-Xa! 1 
+L- Z(y,-YA) ] 
But '1 (x) • y which equals the slope of the best fit 
line that enters the systea. Therefore. by rearranging 
Al-13 to yield 
(Al-14) 
_ (x,- xa ] X + 1&.y,Jf»-")+t"",JiJ(JtI-~y = 0 y Y.a-~ l- 2(JI-},&) 
A-1 
an expression is obtained tddcb upon s_Ufication can 
be used to tell.bether or not the input point (x. y) 
lies aboye or below the line. 
Exprossions for Iz(X) and Il(X) sa, be obtained 
throuah a siailar develo,..nt. Upon rearraoge .. nt of 
these equations tbey beca.e 
(AI-16) 
[ ..... -11. ] Jt -+ rrv. .»}("~,,,,}+(II;a <#1I.)CJla -Jl.J]-=O y- )!J-".. C a(Va-"') 
Substitutina the coordinates of standard points or defined 
classes (Figure Al-2) into Al-14. AI-IS. and AI-I6 and re-
writia, tb~ yields equations of the fora 
y __ ,x .. " - .:r 
y- Pta 11- 'a =- :zc 
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Figure AI-Z. Cluster Plane 
A-? 
The criteria for classification beca.es 
Water: I c 0 
II < 0 
Pirst Yeal(' Ice: .1 > 0 
II > 0 
Multi-Year Ice: II > ., 
III < 0 
These three equations were iapleaented on the 
analog coaputer as shown in Pigure Al-3. Outputs I. II. 
and III are fed into the classification aodule where 
deteTaination and display of resulting ice class is per-
foned. 
A _/0 
















virial di .. raas of the electronic hardware described 
in this report. 
ELECTRONIC SClQlllATIC INDEX 
Title 
Block Oiaar": Radar Si .... l Processor 
Tiae aase Moclu1e: Block Diaar .. 
Tiae Base Module: IDtercoaaection 
Tiae Based Nodule: IDtercoaaectioD 
Tiae Base Nodule 
Tiae Base Module 
0/1. Circuitry 
0/1. Circui try 
Pl'Ocessor Module: Sip Sensiq 
Processor Module: Filterina 
Processor Nodule: Interconnection 
GeneratioD of Quadrature Si .... ls 
S..,le and Hold Nodules 




















Coatrol Module latert.ce 
lIDaitor Nodule 
S_er-Iu~.arator ""'''le 
Coefficleat Atteauatloa MOGule 
. AlCS Power Oait 
Postive-Nesatlv. RelQlotor 
Protective Circuits 
Viriq Olalr .. : Pr.iaary Ca,e 
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This appendix contains a list of commercially 
available parts for the equipment described within this 
report. 11\ each case, a brief descr iption of the part 
and where applicable, a reference symbol (schematic 
designation) is included. 
PARTS LIST INDEX 
Title 
Time Base Module, Board A 
Time Base Module, Board B 
Processor Module, Board A 
Processor Module, Board B 
Control Module 
Radar Signal Processor Interface 
Monitor Module 
Coefficient Attenuation Module 
Summer-Integrator Module 
AICS Power Unit 
Regulator Protective Circuits 














ITlM UFo OESIG. 
1 lA,sD 
2 2A, 3A , 4A I 
3 SA 
4 6A, 7A, 7B 
5 28 ,3B,4 B 
sB,6B 




10 ~ &H4 , 5 
11' ~l, R2, R3 





SN7404N, Hex Inverter 
SN75450N, Dual Peripheral Positive - and Dr iver 
SN74121N, Monostable Multivibrator 
SN 7474 N, Dual D- Type Edge -Triggered Flip-F l op 
SN74 160N, Synchronou s 4- Bit Count er 
SN7442N, BCD-to-Decimal Decoder 
SN7402N, Quadrup l e 2-Input Positive Nor Gates 
TIDM18sJ, 8 x 5 Diode Matrix 
LH00 2 ~CG , National Semiconductor Sampl e - &nd - Ho l d 
Amplifier 
SHA- 5, Analog Devic es Sample-and-Hold A,llplifier 
10K Potentiometer 
. 01 ~F Capacitor 
100 ~F Capacitor 
500 n Potentiometer 
20K Potentiomete r 
SUBAS SEMiHY TiTlE : NUMBER : 
TIME BASE MODULE, BOARD A 




ITI'" Ufo DUIG. DESCRIPTION 
16 R6 lK Resistor 
17 R7 100 n Resistor 
18 R8 10k Resistor 
, 
SUBASSEMSlY TiTlE : NUMBER : 
TIME BASE MODULE, BOARD A 
DATE : 
C- 3 
ITI" au. DESIG. DESCRIPTION 
1 5A,6A 5N7404N, Hex Inverter 
2 3B,4B,5B SN7416N, Hex Inverter Buffer/Driver 
6B, 7B 
3 6C SN727 41N, Operational Amplifier 
4 7C DAC 371-8, Digital-To-Analog Converter 
5 Rl, R3, R5 2K Resistor 
R6,R7,RS 
6 R2,R4 lK Resistor 
7 R9 Sk Potentiometer 
8 Cl .1 IlF Capacitor 
• 
SUBASSEMBLY TiTlE : NUMBIR : 




· ...... ,.. ~ ~.. '.TT ~ """""'·_'_"""'""';V~'· 
IITIM "f. OUIO. DUC.IPTION 
1 lA " 2A, 3A 
lB , 2B,3B 
SN7274lN, Operational Amplifier 
4B,6B,7B 
2 4A, SA SN7400N, Nand Gates 
3 6A ISN7416N, 4-Bit Binary Counter 
4- 7A Connor-Winfield LIAC Oscillator 
5 Fl,F3 20 KHz Bandpass Fi! ter 
6 F2 40 KHz Bandpass Filter 
- SUIASS,MIIY TiTlE : HUMin : 
PROCESSOR MODULE, BUARD A 
DATE : 
C-s 
IITII~ REf, OESIG, DESCRIPTION 
I A Intronics RIOl RMS Module 
2 B Wavetek Model 120-021 Generator Modul e 
3 C Wavetek Model 120-022 Sine Module 
4 lA,2A,3A SN7274lN, Operational Amplifier 
SUBASSEMBLY TITLE : NUMBER : 






- -_._-_ . ..;....-,.;;..." 
InAil REF. DUID. DESCRIPTIOM 
1 56 Switch; Switchcraft Type LUS-04-1 
2 57 Switch; Switchcraft Type LUS-01-1 
3 58 Swi tch; Switchcraft Type LUS-03-1 
4 59 Switch; Switchcraft Type LUS-05-1 
5 S10 Switch; Licon Type 01-865130 with Red 
01- 8J O Series Lens Cover 
6 IC1,2,3 Integrated Circuit; Sn7400 
7 IC 4 I~tegrated Circuit; SN7404 
8 ICS-IC10 Integrated Circuit; SN75451 
9 IC 11,12 Integrated Circuit; SN74121 







17 R1, 2 
Lamp; T-1 3/4 Midget Flanged Bulb 
Capacitor; Mylar, 0.4 ~F ±10 % 
Capacitor; Mylar, 0.5 ~F ±10% 
Capacitor; Disc, .01 ~F ± 10 % 
Capacitor; Tantalum, 2S ~F ± 10 % 
Transistor; 2N 2907 
Potentiometer; Bourns Model 30S2P, 50 kn 
18 R3,4,S, Potentiometer; Bourns Model 30S2P, 200 kn 
19 R7 Potentiometer; Spectrol Model S34, 30 kn 
I 





ITEM IU. DUIG. DUCIIPYION 
20 PI Connector; MS3106A16-10P, Ampheno1 
21 JS Connector; DA ISS, Cinch 
22 D1,2,3 Diode; 1N914 
23 Module ; Vecto r EFP 304-9.7 
. 





IUM Ufo DESIO. DESCIIPTION 
1 IC 13 Integrated Circuit, SN 74123 
2 IC 14 Integrated Cil'cui t; SN 74 00 
3 IC 4 Integrated Circuit; SN 7404 
4 C1, 2 Capacitor; Tant a1Ula , 8 IJF 
5 R1 ,2 Resistor; 2kn ± 10 %, 1/4w , carbon 
SUBASSEMBLY t InE : NUMBER : 
RADAR SIGNAL PROCESSOR-CONTROL MODULE 
INTERFACE 
DATE : 
c .. 9 . 
----~------------- .-















DES CRI PTION 
Switch; DPDT, ON-NONE-ON, J-B-T Instruments 
Type JMT-223. 
Switch; ALCOSWITCH Type MRA - 2 - S S 
Switch; ALCOSWITCH Type MRA-1-10S 
Swi t ch; Oak r otary switch, Type 39947S JC 
Lamp; Dia1co Type S07 - 3906-1471-600 
Resistor 
Re~istor Combinatiqn; 10 kn ± 1% and lOOn ± 1' . 
TRW/IRC, RNSS 
Resistor Combination; 100kr. ± 1%, 10 kn ± 1%, 
1 Kn ± 1%, TRW/IRC,· RNS5 
Power Supply; Wanl ass S volt, DPS-l 
Digital Panel Meter; AD2001, Analog Device~ 
Connector; Amphenol, Type 57402 40, 24 pin 
Tip Jack; BF Johnson Company, 105- 1040-001 
Resisto r ; 1 Meg n ± 1%, TRW/IRC, RNS5 
Module; Vector EFP 4S4 -9 . 7 
SU BA SSE MBlY TITl E : NUM BE R : 











Switch; ALC05WITCH Model MSP- 20S R 
DPDT Moment .. ry 
Potentiometer; Spectro1 Model 16 2 , 20 kn 
Tip Jack; EF Johns on Company 105-1040 - 001 
Module; Vector EFP 164-9.7 
SUBASSEMBlY TiTlE : NUMBER : 
COEFFICIENT ATTENUATION MODULE 
DATE : 
C-ll ' 







6 RI0,11 , 
12,13 
7 1R14 





.~ 2 Cl 
3 C2 
fl4 f'1 
11 5 ~13 









Resi s tor; 1 Meg n ± l ~ J TRW/!RC, RN55 
Resi s tor; 100 k n ± 1%, TRW/! RC, RN55 
Resistor; 10 kfl ± 1%, TRW/IRC, RN55 
Resistor; 2 kn ± 10%, 1/4 w, Dale 
Potentiometer; Bourns Modle 3006 P, 500 n 
Resi s tor; 100 kn ± 10 %, 1/4 w, Dale 
Resi sto r; 150 n ± 10 %, 1/4 w, Dale 
Analog swi tch, Siliconix DGM-lll BK 
Operational Amplifier; Burr Brown 33 08/1 2C 
Capacitor; Mylar, 1.0 ~F ± 1.0 % 
Capacitor; Mylar, 1. 0 ~F ± 10 % 
Relay; Magnecraft, Wl18DI P-5 
Switch; ALCOSWITCH Type MST-305 0, 
3 PDT , ON-NONE-ON 
Switch; SPST, Momentary on, Grayhil1 type, 23-1 
Diode ; IN914 
lJiode; In962 
Light emit ting diode; ~1onsanto MV 5026 
Tip Jack; SF Johnson Company, 105-1040-001 
Modul e ; Vector EFP 164 -9 .7 
~~--------~------------------------------------------r--------------------~ SU8ASSEMBlY IITlE : NUMBER : 
SUMMER - INTEGRATOR MODULE 
DATE : 
J C-12 . 
I 
I 









9 Ie 2,3 
10 1R1 
. 
11 ~2,3 , 4 
12 ~4 
13 ~5,6 




DESCRI PT ION 
Transformer; Signal Transformer Co . , Inc. , 
Type 36- 2 
Transformer; Signal Transformer Co . , Inc., 
Type 56-4 
Fu se; 2A 
Switch; DPDT, ON-NONE-ON 
Neon lndicator; Leecraf t, Type 36EN2 313 
Bridge; Full wave, Motorola Type MRl1 20 ( 4) 
Bridge; Full wave, IN16l5 (4 ) 
Capacitor; Mallory, 27 ,000 ~F , 25 volt 
Capacitor; Mallory, 20,000 ~F, 25 volt 
Resistor 
Resistor; 1 kn ± 10%, 1/2w, Da l e 
Capacitor; .022 ~F, SO volts 
Capacitor; . 01 ~F, 5 volts 
Transistor; 2N3054 
Transistor; 2N4898 
5 volt Regulator; National LM309 
Connector; Amphenol MS/3l02A 
~~-----L-------' --------------T-------------~ SUBASSEMBlY TITlE : NU MBE R : 
AI CS POWER UNIT 
DATE : 
C-1 3' 
IrEM IE F. D~SIG. DESCRIPTION 
1 IC1,2 Integrated Circuit; Sn72723 
2 Cl,2 Capacitor; .01 IIF, 50 volt 
3 Rl Resistor; 2 kR ± 10%; 1/2w, Dale 
4 R2,3 Resistor; 3 kR ± 1%; TRW/IRC , RNSS 













Resistor; TRW/IRe, RNSS, Value s pecified on 
Schematic 
Potentiometer; Bourns Model 3009 P 
See Electronic Schema t ic 
See Electronic Schematic 
Connector; Amph enol MS/3102A 





lIEN IEf. OI~\G. 
1 PJl -SJl 
2 PJ:;-SJ2 







Connector; A~phenol, Type 57-40240 
Connector; Amphenol, Type ~S3l02A 
Edgt Connector; Cinch, Type 50- 22A- 20 
Connector; Amphenol, Type 57-302 40 
Vector-Pak Convertible EFP Module Cage; 
CA-S2 - HE- ll9, Primary Cage 
Vector EFP Module Cage; CMA - 4- l6, Secondary 
Cage 
M~dule Guide Subkit; For Item 5 
I 
SUBASSEMBlY TiTlE : NUMBER : 





















TIME 76810.00 TO 76874.00 N. PCINTS 3 
TOTAL NUM8ER OF POINTS 3 
ANGLE SCATTERING (OEGREESI eaEH IC IENTS 
lOBI 
Dl-aJ 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAG~ VAR 1 ANCE COVARIANCE 
2.100 0.0 14.69'il 0.373 0.000 
7.100 0.000 9.31'il 0.1'il4 0.000 
12.100 0.000 7.177 0.533 0.000 
17.100 0.0 3.iI'il2 0.179 0.0 
22.100 0.0 0.160 0.141 -0.000 
27.100 0.0 -4.082 0.555 -0.000 
32.100 0.0 -6.334 0.648 0.0 
37.133 0.004 -4.866 0.6'il7 0.003 
42.171 0. 002 -8.721 0.761 O. OOI 
41.133 0.004 -8.178 0.122 -0.001 
52.100 -0.002 -6.07.11 0.744 O. a 
57.100 -0. 002 -10.23;; 0.400 0.0 
12.0 1--------1--------1--------1--------1----------------I 
1 *1 1 1 I I 1 
I 1* I 1 I I 1 I I 1 I , , 1 
1 1 *1 1 1 , 1 
1 1 1 I 1 I I 
0.0 1-------- 1--------1-*------1--------1--------1--------1 1 1 1 I , 1 1 
I 1 1 *1 *' I 1 
1 1 1 1* 1 1* 1 
1 I I I 1* * 1 I 
I I ! I I 1*1 
-12.0 1--------1--- ----I--- ~----I--------I--------I--------I 
1 , I I I 1 1 
I 1 1 1 I 1 1 
I I 1 I 1 I 1 
1 ill' I I 
I I I I I 1 I 
-24.0 1*-------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
















TIME 71013.00 TO 11019.00 N. POINTS 6 





AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
1.561 0.003 11.5f8 4.464 -0.554 6.563 0.002 4.1 8 2 .• 125 -0.058 
llg 5:!2 0.002 2.04" 0.721 - 0.001 
16.515 0.001 -0.591 1.486 0.003 
21.515 o. 0')2 -4.261 2.280 -0. 002 
26.532 0.003 -B.403 2.160 
-0. oaf 31.533 o. 003 -9.185 2.556 -0.00 
36.563 0.002 -8.589 4.154 -0. 005 
41.598 O. 001 - 12.652 1.44~ -0.000 46.600 0.002 
-1 0• 475 4.63 0.000 51.600 0.001 - .011 2.118 0.000 560 600 0.009 -15.893 1.128 0.000 
12.0 1*-------1--------1--------1-------··(--------1--------I 
I" I I I I 1 I 
I tt I I t 
I -I I I I I I 
1*1 1 I 1 I t 
1 "I. = 1 tIl I 
0.0 1--------1 -----:--1:-------1--------(--------:--------I 
I I 1* 1 1 1 I 
I t 1= " I "I 1 I 
1 1 I. Is * 1 .. t I 
-12.0 1 1 I" I. - I- * I- I 1--------1--------1--------1"---··---1:----"--1:----:--I 
1 I 1 J I 1 *1 
1 I 1 I 1 J" I 
1 I 1 I 1 I I 
1 1 I I I I 1 
-24.0 =--------1--------1-------- 1--------1--------1--------1 











DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 2 
NEW ICE (LESS THAN 5 CMI 
PAGE 5 
08/29173 MISSION 126 
LINE 20 APRIL 1970 
TIME 76874.00 TO 76886.00 N. PCINTS 10 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 10 
ANGLE (DEGREESI SCATTERING COEFFIC IENTS 
IDBI 
D3 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARrANCE COVARIANCE 
2.069 0.002 7.92; 4.349 -OolH 7.072 0.002 2.07 3.193 -0.0 
12.089 0.001 0.712 3.264 -0.014 
17.088 0.001 
-0 .. p9 2.669 -1'1.002 22.079 0.002 -3. 12 2.106 -<>.005 
27.081 0.002 -6.775 1.620 -0.001 
32.089 0.003 
-,.074 1.630 0.000 37.090 0.00:' - .575 1.381 0.001 
42.100 0.005 -9 .. 798 1.300 0.000 
47.103 0.005 -10.085 1.366 -0.000 
52.120 0.008 -8.616 1.690 -0.001 
57.133 o. all -11u217 1.098 -0.001 
1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 1= r I K I I I 
1* I I I I r I 
1= I I I I I I 
I =! I r I I I 
I * 1= = I I I I I I-----=--I-*---*--I----~---l--------I--------I---~----I 
r 1= '" 1= I [ I I 
I I 1* - I I I I 
I I I = * I" - I I '" I il I ,  1* * 1= = 1* [ 
i I I != = 1* * 1= = I 1-=------1--- ··----1--------1--------1-:---=--I -----*--I I I I I I [=1 
I I I I 1 I I 
r I I I [ I I 
r i I I [ I r 
I I I I I [ I 



















DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 2 
NEW ICE (LESS THAN 5 CMI 
TIME 77537.00 TO 
TOTAL 
ANGLE (DEGREESI 
77539.00 N. ~C[NTS 
~UMBER OF POiNTS 
SCATTERING 




AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
0.600 0.000 -0.057 0.950 0.0 
5.640 0.003 
-2.7}1 0.699 -0.005 10.690 0.000 -3.8 1 0.114 -0.000 
15.700 0.0 -4.388 0.040 0.000 
20.700 0. a -5.483, 0.525 0.0 
25.740 0.004 -8.3M 0.850 0.002 30.790 o. a -9.5610 0.965 o. OQO 35.760 0.004 -B.323 0.052 0.000 
40.700 o. a -6.950 1.975 0.0 
45.685 0.0 -12.122 0.327 -0.000 50.600 0.0 -11.469 0.144. 0.000 
55.600 0.0 -10.B03 1.539 0.000 
[--------I--------I--------I--------I~-------I--------I 
1 I I I I I I 
r 1 I I I [ I 
I I I [ I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1*-------[--------1--------1--------1--"'-----1--------r 
I * I I I [ I I I 1* *! 1 Iz I I 
I [ 1* I 1* I [ 
1 I I'" I * 1= I = r 
r I I [* I I * I 
I -------- I -------- I --------1--------[---,.*--- r $---=--- I I I I I I I r 
I I r I I I I 
I I I { I I r [ I I l I I I 



















DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 3 
YOUNG ICE (GREY LO-15CHI 
TIME 11588.00 TO 
TOTAL 
ANGLE (DEGREES I 
77602.00 N. POINTS 






AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
0.400 O.OuO 3.078 0.182 0.000 
5.400 0.000 -0.288 0.502 0.000 
10.400 OeOOO -1.632 0.444 0.000 
15.400 0.000 
-l·p1 0.246 OeOOO 20.400 -0. 000 - • 23 0.322 0.000 
25.400 0.0 -4.493 0.438 0.000 
30.400 0.0 -6.081 0.340 0.000 
35.400 0.000 -5.164 0.427 0.000 
40.400 0.003 -5.206 0.666 0.000 
45.400 0.003 -8.438 0.324 O. 000 
50.406 0.006 -7.776 0.691 0.000 
55.424 0.008 -8.166 0.804 -05 001 
1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I [ I I 1 I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I 1. I I I I 
.. I I i I I I 
r I I [ I I t 1----*---1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I r * ** I I I I I [ 1*[ 1 I I 
I I I * ** 1 1 
I I I I 1** * 1 I I I I I [ I 
I--------I--------I--------I--------I-~------I--------[ 
1 I I I I 1 I 
I I I [ I I I 
I [ I I [ I I 
I I I I I I I 














DATA SUMMARV CLASS NUMBER 3 






TIME 77986.00 TO 77990.00 N. POINTS 3 
TOTAL NUM8ER OF POINTS 3 
ANGLE SCATTERING 
!DEGREES I COEFFICIENTS ~ 
!O8 I 
D6 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
3.343 0.074 0.256 1.861 0.035 
8.480 0.001 -2.321 0.103 -0.000 
13.500 0.0 -00 949 1.118 0.000 
18.500 0.0 -0.668 0.152 0.0 
23.500 0.0 -3.738 0.201 0.0 
28.500 0.0 -4 .. 871 0.172 0.0 
33.500 0" 0 -5.643 0.115 0.0 38.500 0.0 -3.396 0.492 0.000 
43.500 o. a -6.832 0.332 0.0 
4B.500 0.0 -7.104 0 .. 380 0.0 
53.503 0.0 -3 .. 901 0.142 O. 000 
58.540 0.002 -8.205 0.199 0.000 
I -------- 1-------- I -------- I -------... I ____ 4"~. ___ 1--------1 
I I I I I I I 
I [ I I I I I 
I I I ill I 
r I I I 1 I [ 
1= 1= I r I I I 1--*-----1--*----*1--------1--------1--------1--------I I = *r = [ I I I [ 
I I I * *1 *I I * I 
I I [ 1* 1* I I I I I I [ *1 *1 
I I I i I [ r 
r----~---I--------I--------x--------I--------I--------[ I I I I I I I [ I I I I I I 
I I I I [ [ I 
I I I 1 I [ I 











OATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 3 




LINE 06 APRIL 1970 
T~ME 77991.00 TO 77Q98.00 N. POINTS 5 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 5 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREESI COEFFICIENTS 
WBI 
D7 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
3.409 0.033 0.856 1.675 -0.051 
8.293 0.055 -1.273 0.590 -0.002 
13.239 0.029 -0.602 0.513 -0.009 
18.213 0.041 -0.443 0.528 -0.022 
23.162 0.049 -2.523 0.430 -0.004 
28.204 0.065 ·-5.156 0.554 0.008 
33.278 0.079 -5.314 1.003 0.017 
38.394 0.041 -3.557 0.639 0.007 
43.500 0.0 -7.398 0.569 -0.000 
48.500 0.0 -8.024 0.439 -0.000 
53.500 0.0 -4.655 0.391 0.000 
58.500 0.0 -8.068 0.405 -0.000 
I -------- I -------- I --------1--------[-------- 1--·------ I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I ! ! I 
! ! I [ r I I 
1= I [ 1 I I I I--*-----I--*---*-I--------t--------I--------I--------I 1=*1 I" I I I I 
I I I ! - *1 I * I 
I I I *1 * I I I 
I I r I '" I * *1 * I 
I I I I I I I I -------.-I -------- I --------1-------- I --------1-------- I 
I I I [ I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I 
I I I I I [ 1 
I I I I I 1 I 
1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 











DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 4 






TIME 76897.00 TO 76902.00 N. POINTS 4 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 4 
ANGLE SCAT'rERING (DEGREESI COHt"ICIENTS 
lOB) 
DB 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
1.465 0.012 -9.392 2.104 0.006 
6.471 0.006 -U.032 1.714 0.001 
11.502 0.01 0 
- 8" ~O8 1.071 -0 .. 000 16.557 0.0 2 -6. 14 0*898 -0.000 
21.610 0.°19 -9.077 0.905 0.002 26.714 0.0 7 ~12.005 1.259 0.002 
31.802 0.027 -12.083 1.048 0.002 
36.875 0.027 -8.094 0.781 0.001 
41.967 0.004 -11.661 0.929 -0.001 
47.047 0.004 -11.929 0.881 O.OQO 
52.075 0.003 -9.142 0.696 0.000 57.100 -0.001 -12.834 0.681 0.000 
12.0 I--------I--------I--------I----~---(--------r--------[ 
I I I I I I I 
I I [ I I I r [ I I I I r I 
I I I I I I I I I r I I I I 
0.0 I---~----I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------r ! I [ I I I I 
I I I I I I r 
I 1= '" I I ( I I I: I'" I I '" 1 r I 
I'" = 1= r* = I = [ I * I 
-12.0 1:----*--1--------1-----*--[-*------[-*---*--1-----*--I 
I = I I"' [= I I I 
I I I I I I r 
! I I I I I I 
I I I [ I I I 
I I I I I I I 
-24.0 1--------I--------I--------1--------I--------I--------I 
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40eO 50.0 60.0 
THETA--OEGREES 
"1.:,"~~';',\ ____ _ 
12.0 







,::':}>">:-,: ".-\,,', Y,' ... " ., ... ~-,:::/1K;~7:~;~;;::·-:t:j;~'~;~,::~;;;:~~, 
--, 
DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 4 






TIME 76928.00 TO 16935.00 N. POINTS 5 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 5 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREES' COEFf IC IENTS (OBI 
n9 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE CaVA/HANCE 
2.162 0.021 0.125 1.093 0.041 
1.061 0.049 -3.214 0.841 0.016 
11_.963 0.063 -2.471 0.803 0.016 
16. B56 0.082 -1.368 Q.745 0.016 
21.758 0.059 -3.194 0.665 -0.002 
26.678 0.026 -1.171 0.875 0.006 
31.648 0.009 -8.01B 0.630 0.001 
36.608 0.004 -5.909 1.468 0.001 
41.622 0.009 -10.640 0.808 0.001 
46.786 0.037 -10.280 0.745 0.002 
51.902 0.041 -9.337 0.317 0.000 
57.120 0.016 -10.350 0.748 0.000 
1--------1--------1·--------[-------- [--------1--------I 
I I I I I I I I I I I [ I 1 
I I I I I I I 
I 1 I I I I I 
1= I I I I I I 1-*------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
1= 1*" I I I I I 
I .. I 1* [ - I I I 
I I I I *1 I I 
I I I * 1* "I I 1 
I I I I !* >I< I * * I I--------I--------I--------I--------[--------i--------I 
I r r I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I [ r I I I I I I I [ I 
I I I i I I I 
I--------! -------- I --------1-------- I ---.~---- I --------[ 





















DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 4 






TIME 78217.00 TO 78224.00 N. POINTS 5 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 5 
ANGLE SCATTERING (OmGREESI COEFFICIENTS (081 
DID 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVAR[ANCE 
3.300 o. 000 -5.710 0.116 0.000 
8.300 0.000 -10.483 0.734 0.000 
13.300 0.000 -9.'562 0.709 0.000 
IB.300 0.0 -8.685 O~231 0.000 
23.300 0.0 -10.451 0.228 -0.000 
26.300 o. a -11.240 0.377 0.000 
33.300 -OaDOl -10.958 0.399 -0.000 
38.300 -0.001 -9.070 0.357 0.0 
43.300 -0.001 -11.655 0.935 0.000 
48$300 -0.001 -13.728 0.413 g.ooo 53.300 0.005 -6.660 00 903 .000 
58.300 0.005 -10.544 2.635 0.000 
12.0 1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
I I I r I I I 
I I I I I I [ 
I I r I I I I 
I I I I I I [ I I I I I I 1 
0.0 1--------[--------I--------{--------I--------I--------I [ I I I [ I 1 
I 1 1 I I [ 1 
1* I I I I 1* 1 
I I *l I I I =1 
-12~0 I *[ * I * 1**1 I *1 I--------[-------~I------*-I--------I--*-----I------=-I 
I I I I I *1 I 
i I I I I I I 
I ! I I r I I 
I! I r r I 
I I I I I I I 
-24.0 1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------r 











DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 4 




LINE 03 APflIL 1910 
TIME 78538.00 TO "'8545.00 N. Po[NTS 6 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 6 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREES) COEFFICIENTS (OBI 
Dl1 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
0 .. 158 0.002 -2.266 1.610 -0 .. 001 
5.142 0.002 -5.430 1. 529 -0.003 
10.133 0.003 -6.363 1.191 -0.002 
15.142 0" 003 -5.293 1.545 -0.003 
20.125 0.002 -5.965 1.114 -0.001 
25.133 0.004 -B.711 1.427 -0.001 
30.150 0.003 -9.941 0.887 0.001 
35.16 0.002 -8.315 0.558 -0. 001 
40.183 0@002 -10.101 0.642 -00000 
45.2H 0.005 -12.810 0.537 -0.000 
50.235 O. 003 -12 .. 855 0,,823 -0.000 
55.268 0.002 -13.832 0.831 0.000 
1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I I I I I I I I 
I : I 1 I I I 
1 I r I I I I 
I I ! I I I I 
I I I I I r I 
=--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
* I I I [ [ I 
~ ~= ~ ~ I I ! I 
1** * * = I I I [ 1== = '" * 1* [ I I I r 1 = * * I I 1--------[--------1--------1--------1----*---*--------I I I I I I I * I 
I I 1 I I I I 
I t [ I [ I I 
1 I I I I I 1 















DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 4 
YOUNG rCE (GREY-WHITE 15-30CHI 
TIME 78573 .. 00 TO 1'8580.00 N. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 

























































12.0 I--------I--------I--------i--------I--------I--------I I I [ I I I I 
I I I I I I i 
I I I I I I 1 
I [ t I I I I 
:: [ I [ I I 
:---;--~-I-------~ ~-------i--------f--------l--------l 
I "'*. I I I I 
a.o 
I I I 1*", I I 
[ I I * I * I I 
I I 1 * = I I 
-12.0 I -----.... -- I -- .... ----- I -------- I --------1-------- I ____ :lC ___ I 
I I I I 1** '" I I I I I I Y = I 
I I I I I I I [ [ I I I [ I 
I I I I K [ I 









DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUM8ER 5 
FIRST-YEAR ICE IT~IN 30-70CM, 
PAGE 2 
08129173 
MISSION 126 LINE 20 
APRIL 1970 
TIME 76753.00 TO 76780~OO N. POINTS 19 
TOTAL NUM8ER OF POINTS 19 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREESI COEFF Ie IENTS 
COB I 
D13 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
2.456 o. 002 2.076 1.444 0.005 
7.443 o. 002 -2.948 1.53-4 0.001 
12.440 0.002 -3.147 1.844 0.002 
17.446 0.002 -2.950 3.220 0.005 
22.453 O.OO~ -~,.398 3 .. 971 00002 27.448 0.00 - .• 966 4.470 
-0.001 32.438 0 .. 003 
-8<tl81 4.370 0.00 37.444 0.004 -5 .. 66 4.090 0.004 
42.439 0.004 -9.715 4.183 -0.000 
47.433 0.005 -9.736 2.327 -0.000 
52.433 o. 007 -8 .. 641 2.156 -0. 001 
57.417 o. 009 -12,,073 2.849 -0.001 
1200 1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I 1 I 
I I [ I [ I I 
1- 1 I I I I I 
1* 1 I I I I [ 
0.0 I-=----=-I------=-I--------I--------I--------I--------I I *1= *1 I I I 1 
I =1* =1= I =1 I I [ Iz 1* =1= *1 1= I 
I 1 1= *1* =1= ",1* [ 
I 1 I =1- r* *1= =1 
-12.0 ! ... ------- I -------- [-----, ... --1--------1-:----=- I ------*- I 
I I I I I I .:1 
I 1 1 I [ I 1 
1 I [ I I I I 
i .[ I I I i I 
I I [ I I I I 
- 24.0 I - ..... ------[-------- I -------.- I -------- I .... ------- I -------- I 
















:"",':'.'1. '. _.: f,r~ ... 
t, ;.;4:;4~~!i';.',":. 
DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMB~R 5 






TIME 76965.00 TO 16911.00 N. POINTS 5 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 5 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREES' COEFF Ie [ENTS (081 
D14 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VAIi lANCE COVARIANCE 
1.966 0.002 2.338 2.139 0.018 
6.960 0.003 -3.550 0.527 0.001 
11.946 0.003 -4.203 0.946 0.004 
16.946 0.003 -4.509 1.239 0.004 
21.912 0.004 -6.601 2.085 0.003 
21.006 0.004 -9.103 1.592 0.002 
32.026 0.003 -10&811 0.851 0.001 
31.046 0.004 -9.631 0.669 0.001 
42.066 0.002 -11.445 0.601 0.000 
47.100 -0.002 -11.836 0.699 0.000 
52.086 0.0 -11.93't 0.453 -0. 000 51.104 0.009 -13.549 0.513 0.000 
1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I I I I I I [ I 
I I I I I I I I 1 I I [ I I 1= I I I I 1 I 
1* 1 ! 1 I I I 1-=------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
1 1=1 [ [ ! I 
1 * 1* * 1= [ I I I 
I I '" 1* 1 I I I 
r I 1= = [ I I 1 
I I I * 1* • I I I 
1--------1--------1-----=--1--------1-*---*--1-*------1 
I I I I I 1*1 
1 1 I I [ I I 
[ 1 I I I I 1 
I I I [ I I I 
I I 1 I I I I 
!--------I--------I--------I--------[--------I--------J 















DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 5 






TIME 77208.00 TO 77212.00 N. POINTS 3 
TOTAL NUMaER OF POINTS 3 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREESI COEFF U>IENTS 
IDB I 
DIS 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIAN.:e COVARIANCE 
1.300 0.0 2.743 1.712 O. 000 6.300 0.000 -2.170 Ow 563 0.000 
11.300 0.000 -30191 0.567 0.000 
16.300 0.0 -3.293 0.814 0.000 
21.300 0.0 -5.617 0.895 -0.000 
26.300 O~O -9.865 0.889 0.000 
31.300 0.0 -11.363 o. 09', 0.000 
36 .. 300 0.0 -8.119 0.635 O. a 
41. :no 0.0 -11.298 0.479 -0.000 
46.3'.3 0.002 -10.1'.7 0.604 -0. 000 
51.400 0.0 -10&458 0.798 0.000 56.400 O~O -13.412 0.639 -0.000 
I--------I-------~I--------I--------I--------r--------[ 
! I I I [' I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I 
1= I [ I I I I 
I. I I I I I 1 1=-------1--------[--------1--------1--------1--------I 
I *1 I I [ I I 
I 1*. I I [ I I 
I I 1* I 1 I I 
I ! ! I *1 I I 
I [ I *1 I *1* I 
I--------I--------I--------I*-------l*----~--!--------I 
I I I I I 1 "'I 
r 1 I [ I I I 
I I I I I I I 
1 7 [ I i I I 
I I I i I I I 
I --------. I --------! -------.,..1-------- I -------- f-------- I 
0.0 10.0 20.0 'D~O 40.0 50.0 60.0 
THETA--DEGREcS 
i 




~l I II 
DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMa~R 5 






TIME 77976.00 TO 77965.00 Ne POINTS 




IOEC>R EE S t 
SCATTERING 
COEFFICIENTS (DB I 
D16 
AVERAGe VARIANce AVeRAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
~.gOO 0 .• a 3.353 1.139 -0.000 
!I@.IOO o. a -1.668 0.912 0.0 
13.500 0.0 -1.535 0.672 0.000 
la"lioo 0 .. 0 -2~223 1.070 0.000 23.!l0i(. 0.000 -4.963 1.273 0.000 
ila~~20 O~ 003 -7.238 2.033 0.003 ~fi~ rZ O~ 003 -6.927 2.636 0.004 
43: .*~ 0 .. orn -5.609 2.012 -0.002 0~002 -7.566 5. B63 -0.005 4a. 54? 0.00;1 -8~ 046 1.282 -0.000 
till. !l 02 O. 006 








DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 6 






TIME 77042.00 TO 77046.00 N. POINTS 
TOiAL NUMBER OF POINTS 4 
4 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREES I COEFFICIENTS (OBI 
D17 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
1.350 0.003 3.1B3 0.119 -0.003 6.375 0.003 -0.55B 0.382 0.004 
11.400 0.000 0.620 0.698 " 0.0 16.400 0.0 le298 0.916 0~000 
21.400 0.0 -0.925 1.367 0.0 
26.400 0.0 -3.300 2.073 0.000 
31.400 0.0 -4.476 2.916 Oa 000 
36.400 0.0 -2.471 2.880 0.000 
41.462 0.003 -5.439 0.988 -0.002 
46.487 0.003 -5.036 1.135 -0.002 
51. 569 0.004 -4.571 1.568 ·~O. 001 56.600 0.0 -2.795 1.32, 0.000 
12.0 1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I [ I I [ I [ r 
1 1 I I I 1 I 
1 I 1 I I I 1 
0.0 
1* 1 I I 1 I I 
1 I. 1= r r 1 I 
I -----*-- I *-------[ .----.. _- I -----=-- I --------I -----=-- I I I I", = 1= • I 1=. I 
I 1 I * I. '" [ '" I. '" I 
I I I = 1= I.. 1= I 
X I I I 1=[ r 
-12.0 
[ I I 1 I I I 1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I 1 I I r 
1 I I I I I I 
I I I 1 I I I 
I I I I I I I 
-24.0 1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 


















DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 6 
FIRST-YEAR ICE (MEDIUM 70-120CHI 
TIME 78041.00 To 78055.00 N. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 









AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
-0.012 3.557 O. 002 1. ago 6.559 0.002 -3.696 
13e 567 0.002 -3.667 
18.573 0.002 -3.532 
23.572 0.000 -50611 
26~56!i O. 004 -7.592 
33.558 0.004 -7.658 
388546 0. 005 -5.688 
43.543 0.010 -B.651 
48.535 0.009 -8.113 
53.515 O. 006 -5r.9!i6 























I I I I r 1 I 
r [ I II I 
ft I r I I I I 
ll= I I 1 [ 1 I 
'I >I< I r 1 t I I 
0.0 l--~-----l--------I--------I--------[--------I--------[ [ =1 = =1 [ I I I 
I *1 >I< *1 - I .=[ =1 '" J 
I =1 '" =1 * =1 - >(q = "'I * =1 
I I I '" * I '" =1 >I< *1 = .= I [ I I =1 z I = =1 *1 
-12.0 1--------l--------[--------I--------I-------=I-------=1 [ [ I I I I "I 
I I 1 1 1 I [ 
I I I I [ I 1 
I 1 I [ [ I 1 
ll. 1 1 I I 
-24.0 1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 



























DATA SUMMARV CLASS NUMBER 6 




LINE 06 APRIL 1970 
TIME 18130.00 TO 78137.00 N. POINTS 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 5 
5 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREESI COEFFICIENTS 
<DB I 
Dl9 
AVERAGE VA!\[ANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
3.324 0.002 1.572 1.B96 -0. 018 
8.312 0.000 -4.402 1.082 -o.oal 
13.340 0.002 -5.274 0.699 -0.001 
18.364 0.002 -5.527 0.954 0.000 
23.364 0.003 -8.207 O. B81 -0.001 
28G 356 O. D02 -10.787 0.577 -0. 000 
33.372 0.003 -10.826 1.314 -0. 001 
38.392 o. 001 -8.430 1.059 -0.000 
43.400 0.0 -10.581 00512 0.000 
48.400 0.0 -11. 052 0.753 0.0 53.400 0.006 -5.572 0.658 0.000 56.37B 0.007 -10.387 1.077 O. 000 
12.0 1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I II! I I I I 
! I I I I [ ! 
I I I I I I I 
1= I 1 I I I I 
0.0 1* I I I I I i I--=-----I--------I--------I--------I--------[--------1 I =1 1 1 I I 1 
1 *1 I I I I I 
I = 1 * * I I =1 I * I 
1 I I * I = *1 I =1 
1 1 [ '*1 * =1 * I *1 
-12.0 1--------1 --------1--------1--=-----1---,----*1-------= I 
I I I 1 [ I I 
I I r I r I I I 1 I I [ I r 
I I [ I I I I 
I I I I I I I 












DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 1 






TIME 18521.00 i 10 78532.00 N. POINTS 4-
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 4-
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREES' COEFFICIENTS 
lOBI 
DZO 
AVERAGE VAil. I ANtE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
0.203 0.000 3.805 1.378 0.003 
56227 O. 002 0.363 0.708 0.006 
10.252 0.003 -0. 029 0.814 0.004-
15.275 o. 003 1.179 0.510 O. 005 
20.277 O~ 003 loOp 0.501 O. 004-25.300 O. a -1.0 4 0.339 0.000 
30.300 01. a -1.992 0.120 0.000 
35.300 O~O -0.706 1.184 0.000 
40.322 0~003 -1.334 0.819 -0. 000 
45.370 0.001 -3.097 0.492 O. 003 
50.454 0.005 -2.595 1.446 -0.001 
55.539 0.008 -3.323 1. 015 0.009 
12.0 1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I ! I I I I I I 
r I I I 1 I I 
= I I [ r I I 
* I 1 I 1 I I 
= I "'* 1= r [ I 0.0 i----*---*--------I--------I----*---I--------=--------I 
I I 1** =* * = I 
I [ I I 1*- '" I 
I I [ [ 1 t '" I 
I I [ I I r I 
I [ I I I « T 
-12. a 1--------1-------- I --------1-------- I -------- I---.... --... ~-l 
I I 1 I I I I 
I I I I I I ! 
I I I I I I ! 
I I I I I I 1 
I I I I ! I I 
- 24.0 I ----.... --- I -------- I -------- 1--------1 ...... ------- I --.. '------ I 















DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUHBER 7 
FIRST-YEAR ICE (THICK OVER 120 CHI 
I>AGE 7 
(J8 129 173 
MISSION 126 
LINE 03 
APR Il 1970 
TIME 78720.00 TO 78726.00 N. POINTS 4 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 4 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREESI COEFFICIENTS 
lOBO 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
0.400 0.000 3. ~4q 0.933 0.000 
5.400 0.000 0.279 1.340 O. a 
10.400 0.000 -0.172 1.73 '7 O. 000 
15e 397 O. 000 0.937 1.959 0.002 
20.372 0.003 0.B08 2.107 0.023 
25.350 0.004 -0. B21 2.604 0.025 
30.347 o. 003 -10632 2.980 0.022 
35.312 O. 004 -0.889 2.188 0.017 
40.250 0.004 -0. B02 2.569 0.022 
45.215 O. a -3.515 2.161 0.005 
50.147 0.004 -3.857 1. 987 0.011 55. 007 o. 010 -4.71t4 .114 O.OOB 
I -------- 1-------- r - ... "'------ I -------- I --------1-------- I 
I I [ i [ I I 
I I i I I I I 
I I I I 1 I I 
* I I I I I r 
1== == = 1 = = I I 1----*---*----*---*----*---=----*---*--------1--------I 1== = = = * == "" = '" I 
r II I - 1** * I r I 1 =- = I 
I I I I I I 1 
I I I I [ r I I -.-------1-------- I --------1--------1--------1--- ·-----1 
I I [ I I I r 
I I I I I I I 
! I I I I [ I 
I I I I [ I I 


















DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 9 
OLD ICE (HUt TI'-YEAR 3"11 
PAGE :3 
08/29173 
MISSION 126 LINE 20 APRIL 1910 
TIME 76823.00 TO 76829~00 N. POINTS 4 
faTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 4 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREES I COEFF IC IENTS 
IDB' 
D22 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
2.147 0.002 4.552 1.971 O. 027 
7.165 O. 002 1.017 1.800 -0.012 
12.142 0.001 2.012 1.651 -0.009 
17.132 0.002 2.521 1.561 0.025 
22.182 0.002 1.U6 0.971 O. 0013 
27.195 00 007 -0.639 0.848 -0. 002 32.197 0.008 -2.658 0.893 0.002 
37.252 0.003 0.705 0.497 0.003 
42.272 0.001 -3.377 1.046 -0.003 
47.257 0.0 -3.536 0.891 0.003 52.300 "'0.003 -2.072 1.876 0.000 
57.307 -0.001 -3.448 0.952 0.002 
I ,-------- I -------- I -------- i-------- I -------- I oo!:" _______ I [ I I [ I I I 
r 1 I I I I 1 
1= 1 I I 1 i I 
I * z I = '" I I I I I 
1= * 1* ,.. I* 1 I ! I I----... = ... -I-=---=--I-----* ...... l-;----*-I-;------l-:------! 
I I I I 1* *1= *1 1 I I [ 1= I I 
I I I I I [ I 
I I 1 I I I I 1--------1--------1--------[--------1----... ---[--------I I I I I I I I 
I ! I [ I I I 
I I I 1 I I I 
I 1 I 1 [ I I 
1 I I [ I I r 
-24.0 1 ... -------1----...... --1--------[--------1--------1--------I 













DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 







TIME 77057.00 TO 77064.00 N. FOINTS 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 5 
5 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREESI COEFfiCIENTS (OBI 
DZ3 
AVERAGE VARiANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
1.300 0.0 5.540 0.366 0.000 
6.300 o. 000 1.629 0.292 O. 000 
11.300 0.000 2.066 0.2B8 0.000 
16.300 0.0 2.851 0.331 0.000 
21.300 0.0 1.796 0.l74 -0.000 
26.300 0.0 -0. 052 0.515 0.000 
31.300 0.0 -0.151 0.103 0.000 
36.300 0.0 0.599 0.555 0.000 
41.300 0.0 -0.913 0.855 0.000 
46.300 -0.001 -2.326 0.326 0.000 
51.300 0.005 -2.172 0.966 0.000 
56.320 0.005 -30207 0.108 -0.001 
[--------[--------l--------[--------[----~---l--------[ I I I I [ I I 
I ! [ I I I t 
1* I I I I I I I . I I I I 
I * 1* • I. I 1 X [ I--------I--------[-----*--X.----.--I*-------[--------[ X I I I 1 *U I 
1 1 I I I [.1 
I r I I I I I 
! r I [ ! I I 
1 I ! I I I I 
1-------~l-·~------I--------I--------I--------I--------1 I I I I [ I [ 
I I I I I I I 
I I I [ I I I [ I [ I I I I 
1 I I I I I I 
l----~---I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I 0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 
THETA--DEGREES 















DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 9 






TIME 18556.00 TO 18563.00 N. POINTS 5 






AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
0.094 0~000 5.5-12 0.454 0.002 
5.100 o. 000 1.100 0.455 0.000 
10.100 0.0 0.343 0.355 0.000 
15.118 0.002 1.619 0.819 -0.001 
20.120 0.003 1.618 0.672 -0.009 
25.138 0.003 -0.449 0.436 -0.002 
30.15 a 0.003 -1.349 0.993 O. 000 
35.118 0.002 -0.613 0.249 o. 001 (.0.218 0.003 -0.179 0.628 -0.005 
45.220 0.003 -2.832 0.530 -0.001 
50.23 B 0.002 -2.676 0.464 0.001 
55.208 0.008 -2.596 De 665 0.001 
12. a 1 ---.. ----1 ~-------l--------l--------l-------- I -.. ------ I I I I I r I I 
I I I I ! I I 
>I< I I I I I I 
I I I [ 1 I r 
O~O 
I'" 1** r 1 I I 
I --------*-------- I <._--*--- 1 ----*---*-------- I --~----- 1 
I I I * 1 ** * I I I I I I I I 
! 1 I I I I I 
I I I I I I 1 
-12.0 
I I 1 1 I I 1 1--------1--------1--------[--------1--------1--------I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I [ I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 1 

















DATA SUMMARV CLASS NUMBER 9 






TIME 78599.00 TO 76614.00 N. POINTS 11 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 11 
ANGLE SCATTER ING (DEGREESI CGEFFIC n:'J' '; (Oll. 
D25 
AVERAGE VARIANCE AVERAGE ,! ,,' lANCE COVARIANCE 
-().072 0.022 4.806 0.700 0.022 
4.904 0.025 1.854 0.516 -0.005 
9.876 0.023 0.382 0.663 -0.000 
14.848 0.019 1.564 0.568 -0.004 
19.813 0.018 1.945 0.744 -0.002 
24.183 0.018 0.271 0.566 -0.003 
29.759 0.019 -1.012 0.537 -0.006 
34.715 0.013 0.036 0.776 0.000 
39$ 685 0.011 0.384 0.789 -0. 006 
44.664 0;. 01 0 -2.468 0.580 0.001 
49.631 0.004 -2.099 0.726 0.001 
54.635 0.010 -1.726 0,,757 0.002 
12.0 l--------I--------I--------I--------I--------[--------I 
I r I I r I I I I I I I I I 
I [ I I I [ I 
* I I I [ I I 
r'\< ['" '" I I [ I 0.0 I --------*-------- I ---*---- I ---->1<----*-------- I -------- I I I I • 1>1< *. I I I I I I I I 
I I [ I I I I 
I r r [ I I I 
-12.0 
I I [ [ I I I [ -------- r - ------- [ -------.- 1-------- [ -------- I -------- I I ! I I [ I I 
I I I I [ I I 
I I r I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I [ I 
-24.0 r--------I--------I--------y--------I--------I--------I 









,.~ ,'\;,;::: ... ~~,: i£ ,':~:,~::~-~~';,~,':::~:::~;7~-,;-,':,~,'" :',~:;:,~ :"~. ''''''7;_':7' =~ '::,'~':"'~;'::~:jjl.~~,,:;,·"J:~~-i,~,~·~f~~··7:f~;<.~;:i,~:~ 
, '.,-',' 
-- ---,----~~--.-------....... .....;' ... < ..... : ',,' 
,. 
DATA SUMMARY CLASS NUMBER 9 






TIME 18745.00 TO 18141.00 N. POINTS 2 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS 2 
ANGLE SCATTERING (DEGREES) COEFFICIENTS (OBI 
D26 
AVERAGE VARUNCE AVERAGE VARIANCE COVARIANCE 
0.400 0.0 5.298 0.607 0.0 
5.425 0.001 1&205 10032 -0. all 
10.415 0.001 0& 090 0.808 -0.007 
15.500 0.0 1.043 0.659 0.0 20.500 0.0 0.376 0.998 0.000 
25.500 0.0 -2.358 1.898 0.000 30.500 0.0 -3.178 1.639 -0.000 
35.500 0.0 -0.969 1.737 0.0 
40.500 0.0 -3.11.0 1.856 0.0 
45.500 0.0 -3$1185 1.679 0.0 50.500 0.0 -3.200 1.572 0.0 
55.500 0.0 -5.528 0.674 -0.000 
12.0 I--------I-~------I--------I--------I--------I--------I r I 'i I I [ ! 
r I [ I I I I 
* I I I I [ I 
I = I I I I I r 
I"" r * I I % I [ r 0.0 I ... ---=---*--------*---..... =-~- I ----$--- I --------1-------- I 
I I 1*= "'''' == I 
I r I =* >I< ** I 
I I r - = % = * I 
I I I ( [ I 1 
-12.0 
r I [ I I I r 1 -.-------1 --~'-----1--------1--------1--------1--------I 1 I I I I I [ 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 1 
1 r r I [ I I 
I I I I I I I 
-24.0 1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------1--------I 








Th.MMO'J,'E SEWSING CENTER Wa. erlabll,hed by qUlhorily of Ihe Boord of Direclon of 
Ih" Tex., A&M U/llvt"lfY ,V)'$/ehl on February 27, 1~68. The CEN7'ER I,,, con,or/illm of four 
colleges of the r!lliVcmly; Agriculture. Engineerinlf. Geosciences. and ~Ietwe. Th(, unique 
Qf4Qhfz(lf/(W" cOHcentr4tes on the- (jwelopment and utit!:tatlolr of retnote sensing techniq«e:; and 
tecllltof4.i' for 4 broad lYIn/fe Of application. 10 Ihe bel/ennenl of manki",'!. 
